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INFORMATION RECORDING AND 
REPRODUCING METHOD USING 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION INCLUDING 
MAPPING INFORMATION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a divisional of U.S. application 
Ser. No. 1 1/472,347 filed Jun. 22, 2006 and is based upon and 
claims the benefit of priority from Japanese Patent Applica 
tion No. 2005-183537, filed Jun. 23, 2005, the entire contents 
of each of which are incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 1. Field 
0003. One embodiment of the invention relates to an infor 
mation playback system using information storage medium 
Such as an optical disc. 
0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005. In recent years, DVD-Video discs having high 
image quality and advanced functions, and video players 
which play back these discs have prevailed, and peripheral 
devices and the like used to play back Such multi-channel 
audio data have broader options. Accordingly, for content 
users, an environment for personally implementing a home 
theater that allows the users to freely enjoy movies, anima 
tions, and the like with high image quality and high Sound 
quality has become available. For content providers, a variety 
of video expressions are available. For example, Jpn. Pat. 
Appln. KOKAI Publication No. 2004-343254 discloses a 
technique which can set buttons with arbitrary shapes and can 
form flexible and various menus by setting a graphic unit 
including highlight information as an independent stream. 
0006 For the existing DVD-Video standards, the content 
providers and content users have the following needs: 
0007 1. Realization of flexible and diversified expression 
formats like a computer window; 
0008 2. Realization of flexible responses to various 
actions via network; and 
0009. 3. Realization of easy processing of video related 
information and easy transmission of information after pro 
cessing. 
0010. The prior arts cannot meet such needs. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011. A general architecture that implements the various 
feature of the invention will now be described with reference 
to the drawings. The drawings and the associated descriptions 
are provided to illustrate embodiments of the invention and 
not to limit the scope of the invention. 
0012 FIG. 1 is an exemplary diagram showing the 
arrangement of a system according to an embodiment of the 
invention; 
0013 FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C are exemplary tables showing 
the needs from users and the like for the existing DVD-Video 
standards and problems posed when the related existing 
DVD-Video standards are extended, and solutions of the 
embodiment of the invention and new effects as a result of the 
solutions of the embodiment of the invention; 
0014 FIGS. 3A and 3B are exemplary views showing 
examples of video content playback methods by an informa 
tion recording and playback apparatus; 
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0015 FIG. 4 shows an exemplary presentation window at 
point C. when a main title, another window for a commercial, 
and a help icon are simultaneously presented in (c) of FIG. 
3B; 
0016 FIG. 5 shows an exemplary data structure of a stan 
dard content; 
0017 FIGS. 6A, 6B, and 6C are exemplary views showing 
the data structure of an advanced content and explanations of 
effects and the like; 
0018 FIG. 7 is an exemplary view for explaining the rela 
tionship among various objects; 
0019 FIG. 8 is an exemplary view showing various cat 
egories of information storage media; 
0020 FIG. 9 is an exemplary view showing different 
access methods to two different types of contents; 
0021 FIG. 10 is an exemplary diagram showing transi 
tions upon playback of the advanced content and upon play 
back of the standard content; 
0022 FIG. 11 is an exemplary flowchart showing a 
medium identification processing method by an information 
playback apparatus when an information storage medium is 
mounted; 
0023 FIG. 12 is an exemplary flowchart showing a startup 
sequence in an information playback apparatus of only audio; 
0024 FIG. 13 is an exemplary block diagram showing the 
internal structure of an advanced content playback unit; 
0025 FIG. 14 is an exemplary view showing an overview 
of information in a playlist; 
0026 FIG. 15 is an exemplary view showing the file con 
figuration when various object streams are recorded on an 
information storage medium; 
0027 FIG. 16 is an exemplary view showing a method of 
designating a file storage location; 
0028 FIG. 17 is an exemplary view showing a path des 
ignation description method to a file; 
0029 FIG. 18 is an exemplary view showing the data 
structure in a playlist file; 
0030 FIGS. 19A and 19B are exemplary views showing 
details of title information in a playlist; 
0031 FIGS. 20A and 20B are exemplary views showing 
details of title attribute information, object mapping informa 
tion, and playback information; 
0032 FIG. 21 is an exemplary view showing the relation 
ship between various presentation clip elements and corre 
sponding object names of objects to be presented and used; 
and 
0033 FIG. 22 is an exemplary view showing details con 
tents of respective pieces of attribute information in an XML 
tag and playlist tag. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0034 Various embodiments according to the invention 
will be described hereinafter with reference to the accompa 
nying drawings. In general, according to one embodiment of 
the invention, there is provided an information playback 
method, comprising reading out management information 
(PLLST) used to manage one or more video titles from an 
information storage medium, the medium storing an 
advanced content including the management information 
(PLLST) in which a title timeline (TMLE) indicating play 
back timings of objects of each video title being individually 
defined, and playing back objects of each video title in accor 
dance with the title timeline (TMLE) defined in the readout 
management information (PLLST). 
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0035 
0036 FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the arrangement of a 
system according to an embodiment of the invention. 
0037. This system comprises an information recording 
and playback apparatus (or an information playback appara 
tus) 1 which is implemented as a personal computer (PC), a 
recorder, or a player, and an information storage medium 
DISC implemented as an optical disc which is detachable 
from the information recording and playback apparatus 1. 
The system also comprises a display 13 which displays infor 
mation stored in the information storage medium DISC, 
information stored in a persistent storage PRSTR, informa 
tion obtained from a network server NTSRV via a router 11, 
and the like. The system further comprises a keyboard 14 used 
to make input operations to the information recording and 
playback apparatus 1, and the network server NTSRV which 
supplies information via the network. The system further 
comprises the router 11 which transmits information pro 
vided from the network server NTSRV via an optical cable 12 
to the information recording and playback apparatus 1 in the 
form of wireless data 17. The system further comprises a 
wide-screen TV monitor 15 which displays image informa 
tion transmitted from the information recording and playback 
apparatus 1 as wireless data, and loudspeakers 16-1 and 16-2 
which output audio information transmitted from the infor 
mation recording and playback apparatus 1 as wireless data. 
0038. The information recording and playback apparatus 
1 comprises an information recording and playback unit 2 
which records and plays back information on and from the 
information storage medium DISC, and a persistent storage 
drive 3 which drives the persistent storage PRSTR that 
includes a fixed storage (flash memory or the like), removable 
storage (secure digital (SD) card, universal serial bus (USB) 
memory, portable hard disk drive (HDD), and the like). The 
apparatus 1 also comprises a recording and playback proces 
Sor 4 which records and plays back information on and from 
a hard disk device 6, and a main central processing unit (CPU) 
5 which controls the overall information recording and play 
back apparatus 1. The apparatus 1 further comprises the hard 
disk device 6 having a hard disk for storing information, a 
wireless local area network (LAN) controller 7-1 which 
makes wireless communications based on a wireless LAN, a 
standard content playback unit STDPL which plays back a 
standard content STDCT (to be described later), and an 
advanced content playback unit ADVPL which plays back an 
advanced content ADVCT (to be described later). 
0039. The router 11 comprises a wireless LAN controller 
7-2 which makes wireless communications with the informa 
tion recording and playback apparatus 1 based on the wireless 
LAN, a network controller 8 which controls optical commu 
nications with the network server NTSRV, and a data manager 
9 which controls data transfer processing. 
0040. The wide-screen TV monitor 15 comprises a wire 
less LAN controller 7-3 which makes wireless communica 
tions with the information recording and playback apparatus 
1 based on the wireless LAN, a video processor 24 which 
generates video information based on information received 
by the wireless LAN controller 7-3, and a video display unit 
21 which displays the video information generated by the 
video processor 24 on the wide-screen TV monitor 15. 
0041. Note that the detailed functions and operations of 
the system shown in FIG. 1 will be described later. 

<System Arrangement> 
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0042 <Solutions and Effects) 
0043 Needs from the users and the like for the existing 
DVD-Video standards and problems posed when the related 
existing DVD-Video standards are extended, and solutions in 
the embodiment of the invention and new effects as a result of 
such solutions will be described below with reference to 
FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C. As described above, there are the 
following three needs from the content providers and content 
users for the existing DVD-Video standards: 
0044) 1. Realization of flexible and diversified expression 
formats like computer window; 
0045 2. Realization of flexible responses to various 
actions via network; and 
0046 3. Realization of easy processing of video related 
information and easy transmission of information after pro 
cessing. 
0047. When 1, “Realization of flexible and diversified 
expression formats like computer window. above, is to be 
made by only a minor change of the existing DVD-Video 
standards, since user requests are of too greater variety, the 
following problem is posed. That is, Such need cannot be met 
by only a custom-made like minor change of the data struc 
ture in the existing DVD-Video standards. As technical 
device contents to solve this problem, this embodiment 
adopts expression formats in the PC world having versatility, 
and newly introduces the concept of timeline. As a result, 
according to this embodiment, the following new effects can 
be obtained. 
0048 1 Make flexible and impressive reactions in 
response to user's actions: 
0049) 1.1) Make response by means of change in anima 
tion and image at the time of button selection or execution 
instruction; 
0050) 1.2) Make voice response at the time ofbutton selec 
tion or execution instruction; 
0051 1.3) Start execution operation at purposely delayed 
timing in response to user's execution instruction; 
0052 1.4) Give voice answer to help (like PC); and 
0053 1.5) Audibly and visually output how to use guide of 
menu, etc. 
0054 2 Allow flexible switching processing for video 
information itself and its playback method: 
0055 2.1) Switching presentation of audio information; 
0056 2.2) Switching presentation of subtitle information 
(telop, Subtitle, still picture icon, etc.); 
0057 2.3) Allow enlarged-scale presentation of subtitle 
according to user's favor, 
0.058 2.4) Allow user to mark subtitle and to issue subtitle 
execution command; and 
0059 2.5) Mark specific video part in synchronism with 
comment while movie director is making that comment. 
0060 3 Simultaneously present independent information 
to be Superimposed on video information during playback: 
0061 3.1) Simultaneously present a plurality of pieces of 
video information by means of multi-windows; 
0062. 3.2) Allow to freely switch window size of each of 
multi-windows; 
0063. 3.3) Simultaneously present prior audio message 
and after-recorded audio message by user; 
0064 3.4) Simultaneously present scrolling text to be 
Superimposed on video information; and 
0065 3.5) Simultaneously present graphic menus and fig 
ures (of select buttons, etc.) in flexible forms. 
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0066 4 Allow easy search to video location to be seen: 
0067 4.1) Conduct keyword (text) search of location to be 
seen using pull-down menu. 
0068. As for 2, “Realization of flexible responses to vari 
ous actions via network.' above, a disjunction between the 
data structure specified by the existing DVD-Video standards 
and a network compatible window is too large. As technical 
device contents to solve this problem, this embodiment 
adopts a homepage presentation format (XML and Scripts) of 
a Web which has a good track record in window expression of 
a network as a basic part of the data management structure, 
and adjusts a video playback management format to it. As a 
result, according to the embodiment of the invention, the 
following new effects can be obtained. 
0069 5 Provide update function of information on disc 
using network: 
0070 5.1) Automatic updating of object information and 
intra-disc management information; 
0071 5.2) Network downloading of how to use guide of 
menus: 
0072 5.3) Notification of automatic updating of informa 
tion to user; 
0073 5.4) Notification of OK/NG of update information 
presentation to user, and 
0074 5.5) Manual update function by user. 
0075 6 Real-time online processing: 
0076 6.1) Switching or mixing processing to audio infor 
mation downloaded via network upon video playback (com 
mentary presentation by means of voice of movie director); 
0077 6.2) Network shopping; and 
0078 6.3) Interactive real-time video change. 
0079 7 Real-time information sharing with another user 
via network: 
0080 7.1) Simultaneously present specific window even 
for another user at remote place; 
0081 7.2) Play battle game or interactive game with 
another user at remote place; 
0082 7.3) Participate in chatting during video playback; 
and 
0083 7.4) Transmit or receive message to or from fan club 
simultaneously with video playback. 
0084. When 3, “Realization of easy processing of video 
related information and easy transmission of information 
after processing.” above, is to be implemented by a minor 
change of the existing DVD-Video standards, complicated 
edit processing cannot be flexibly and easily coped with. In 
order to flexibly and easily cope with the complicated edit 
processing, a new management data structure is needed. As 
technical device contents to solve this problem, this embodi 
mentadopts XML and the concept of timeline to be described 
later. As a result, according to the embodiment of the inven 
tion, the following new effects can be obtained. 
0085 8 Allow user to select and generate playlist and to 
transmit it: 
I0086 8.1) Allow user to select or generate playlist; 
0087 8.2) Allow user to transmit playlist selected or gen 
erated by him or her to friend; 
0088 8.3) Allow to play back playlist selected or gener 
ated by user only on specific disc; 
0089 8.4) Allow user to also select collection of highlight 
scenes of video information; 
0090) 8.5) Publish scrapbook that captures favorite frames 
in video information on Web; and 
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0091 8.6) Store and play back angles or scenes in multi 
angles or multi-scenes selected by user. 
0092 9 Allow user to append specific information related 
with video information and to transmit result via network: 
0093 9.1) Allow user to add comment about video infor 
mation, and to share it with another user on network; 
0094. 9.2) Paste input image to character's face in video 
information; 
0.095 9.3) Paste user information or experience informa 
tion upon seeing video information onto image information; 
and 
0096 9.4) Use user information in parental lock to impose 
automatic limitation on video information to be presented. 
0097 10 Automatically save playback log information: 
0098. 10.1) Provide automatic saving function of resume 
(playback pause) information; 
0099 10.2) Automatically save halfway information of 
game progress until previous time; and 
0100 10.3) Automatically save previous playback envi 
ronment (battle game environment with a plurality of users, 
etc.). 
0101. In order to meet the three needs shown in FIGS. 2A, 
2B, and 2C, this embodiment innovates the XML and scripts 
and the concept of timeline in correspondence with the 
expression format in the PC world. However, by merely 
adopting Such data structure, compatibility with the existing 
DVD-Video standards is lost. In order to meet the require 
ments of the users and the like described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, 
and 2C, network connection is needed, and it becomes diffi 
cult to provide avery inexpensive information playback appa 
ratus to the user. Hence, this embodiment adopts an arrange 
ment which can use the advanced content ADVCT which 
meets the requirements of the users and the like described 
using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, and the standard content STDCT 
which cannot meet the requirements of the users and the like 
described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C but can be played back 
by a very inexpensive information playback apparatus (with 
out any precondition of Internet connection) while assuring 
the compatibility to the existing DVD-Video standards. This 
point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. 
0102. Note that the data structure of the standard content 
STDCT and that of the advanced content ADVCT will be 
described in detail later. 
(0103) <Example of Content Playback Method> 
0104 FIGS. 3A and 3B show examples of video content 
playback methods by the information recording and playback 
apparatus 1. 
0105. An example of a case is shown in (a) of FIG. 3A 
wherein a main title31 is presented like a television broadcast 
video information after video information 42 used to give an 
explanation of detailed navigation, commercial 44 for a prod 
uct, service, or the like is presented to be inserted into the 
main title 31, a preview 41 of a movie is presented after 
completion of presentation of the main title 31. 
010.6 An example of a case is shown in (b) of FIG. 3B 
wherein a main title31 is presented like a television broadcast 
video information after video information 42 used to give an 
explanation of detailed navigation, a commercial 43 in the 
form of a telop is presented to be Superimposed on presenta 
tion of the main title 31, and a preview 41 of a movie is 
presented after completion of presentation of the main title 
31. 
0107 An example of a case is shown in (c) of FIG. 3B 
wherein a preview 41 of a movie is presented after video 
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information 42 used to give an explanation of detailed navi 
gation, a main title 31 is then presented, an independent 
window 32 for a commercial is presented on a presentation 
area different from the maintitle31 during presentation of the 
main title31, and a help icon 33 is presented on a presentation 
area different from the maintitle31 during presentation of the 
preview 41 and main title 31. 
0108) Note that what kind of information is used to present 
the main title, commercial, preview, telop commercial, and 
the like will be described in detail later. 
0109) <Example of Presentation Windowd 
0110 FIG. 4 shows an example of a presentation window 
at point C. when the main title31, the independent window 32 
for a commercial, and the help icon 33 are simultaneously 
presented in (c) of FIG. 3B. 
0111. In the example of this presentation window, the 
main title31 is presented as a moving picture of a main picture 
on the upper left area, the independent window 32 for a 
commercial is presented as a moving picture of a sub-picture 
on the upper right area, and the help icon 33 is presented as a 
still picture (graphic) on the lower area. Also, a stop button34. 
play button 35, FR (fast-rewinding) button 36, pause button 
37, FF (fast-forwarding) button 38, and the like are also 
presented as still pictures (graphics). In addition, a cursor (not 
shown) or the like is presented. 
0112 Note that what kind of information is used to present 
each individual moving picture or still picture on the presen 
tation window will be described in detail later. 
0113 <Content Type> 
0114. This embodiment defines 2 types of contents; one is 
Standard Content and the other is Advanced Content. Stan 
dard Content consists of Navigation data and Video object 
data on a disc. On the other hand, Advanced Content consists 
of Advanced Navigation such as Playlist, Manifest, Markup 
and Script files and Advanced Data such as Primary/Second 
ary Video Set and Advanced Element (image, audio, text and 
so on). At least one Playlist file and Primary Video Set shall be 
located on a disc which has Advanced Content, and other data 
can be on a disc and also be delivered from a server. 
0115 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0116. This embodiment defines two different types of con 

tents, i.e., the standard content STDCT and the advanced 
content ADVCT. This point is a large technical feature in this 
embodiment. 
0117. The standard content STDCT of this embodiment 
includes enhanced video object EVOB which records video 
information itself and navigation data IFO which records 
management information of that enhanced video object. The 
standard content STDCT has a data structure obtained by 
purely extending the existing DVD-Video data structure. 
0118. By contrast, the advanced content ADVCT has a 
data structure which records various kinds of information to 
be described later. 
0119 FIG. 5 shows the data structure of the standard con 
tent STDCT, and FIGS. 6A, 6B, and 6C shows the data 
structure of an advanced content and explanations of effects 
and the like. FIG. 7 shows the relationship among various 
objects in this embodiment. These figures will be referred to 
as needed in the following description. 
0120 <Standard Content> 
0121 Standard Content is just extension of content 
defined in DVD-Video specification especially for high-reso 
lution video, high-quality audio and some new functions. 
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Standard Content basically consists of one VMG space and 
one or more VTS spaces (which are called as “Standard VTS 
or just “VTS), as shown in FIG. 5. In comparison to the 
existing DVD-Video specification, this embodiment gives 
new functionalities. For instance, 

0.122 Extension of Video stream such as codec/resolu 
tion 

0123 Extension of Audio stream such as codec/fre 
quency/channel number 

0.124 Extension of Sub-picture stream/Highlight Infor 
mation stream 

0.125 Extension of Navigation Command 
0.126 Elimination of some restrictions for FP DOM/ 
VMGM DOM/VTSM DOM 

0127 Elimination of some restrictions for transition 
among domains 

0.128 Introduction of Resume Sequence, and so on 
I0129. More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0.130. The data structure of the standard content STDCT 
will be described below using FIG. 5. 
0131 The standard content STDCT includes a video man 
agerVMG that represents a menu frame, and a standard video 
title set SVTS that records video data. 
0.132. The video manager VMG that records the menu 
frame includes enhanced video object EVOB that records 
video information itself, and navigation data IFO that records 
management data of that EVOB. The standard video title set 
SVTS includes enhanced video object EVOB that records 
video information itself and navigation data IFO that records 
management data of that EVOB. 
I0133. The standard content STDCT represents an 
extended structure of the content specified by the conven 
tional DVD-Video. Especially, new functionalities that 
improve the resolution of video data and the Sound quality of 
audio data compared to the conventional DVD-Video are 
added. As shown in FIG. 5, the standard content STDCT 
consists of one video manager VMG space, and one or more 
video title set VTS spaces, which is called the standard video 
title Set SVTS or VTS. 
I0134. In comparison to the existing DVD-Video specifi 
cation, this embodiment gives the following new functional 
ities. 

0.135 A new compression method which assures a high 
resolution for video information and a high compression 
efficiency is adopted. 

0.136. The number of channels of audio information is 
increased, and a higher sampling frequency is Sup 
ported. An audio information compression method that 
assures high sound quality and a high compression effi 
ciency is adopted. 

0.137 Sub-picture information are extended, and a new 
stream for highlight information is defined. 

0.138 Navigation command is extended. 
0.139. Some restrictions which are conventionally 
included in a first play domain that executes processing 
upon activation, a video manager domain that manages a 
menu image, and a video title set domain that executes 
processing upon playback of video information are 
eliminated, thus allowing more flexible expression. 

0140. Some restrictions for transition among domains 
are eliminated, thus defining a more flexible expression 
environment. 
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0.141. A new resume sequence function that represents 
processing upon pausing playback is added, and user's 
convenience after pausing is improved. 

0142 <Standard VTS). 
0143 Standard VTS is basically used in Standard Content, 
however this VTS may be utilized in Advanced Content via 
time map TMAP. The EVOB may contain some specific 
information for Standard Content, and Such information as 
highlight information HLI and presentation control informa 
tion PCI shall be ignored in Advanced Content. 
0144. More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
(0145 The standard video title set SVTS in this embodi 
ment is basically used on the standard content STDCT 
described above. However, this standard video title set SVTS 
may be utilized in the advanced content ADVCT via a time 
map TMAP (to be described later). 
0146 The enhanced video object EVOB as object data 
used in the standard video title set SVTS may contain some 
pieces of specific information for the standard content 
STDCT. Some pieces of specific information contain, e.g., 
highlight information HLI and presentation control informa 
tion PCI which are used in the standard content STDCT, but 
shall be ignored in the advanced content ADVCT in this 
embodiment. 
0147 <HDDVD TS Directory> 
0148 “HVDVD TS” directory shall exist directly under 
the root directory. All files related with Primary Video Set (i.e. 
a VMG, Standard Video Set(s) and an Advanced VTS) shall 
reside under this directory. 
0149 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0150. The directory structure upon recording the standard 
content STDCT shown in FIG. 5 in the information storage 
medium DISC will be described below. In this embodiment, 
the standard content STDCT and the advanced content 
ADVCT (to be described later) are recorded in the HDDVD 
TS directory together. The HDDVD TS directory exists 
directly under the root directory of the information storage 
medium DISC. For example, all files related with a primary 
video set PRMVS (to be described later) such as the video 
manager VMG, standard video title set SVTS, and the like 
shall reside under this directory. 
0151 <Video Manager (VMG)> 
0152. A Video Manager Information (VMGI), an 
Enhanced Video Object for First Play Program Chain Menu 
(FP PGCM EVOB), a Video Manager Information for 
backup (VMGI BUP) shall be recorded respectively as a 
component file under the HVDVD TS directory. An 
Enhanced Video Object Set for Video Manager Menu (VMG 
M EVOBS) which should be divided into up to 98 files under 
the HVDVD TS directory. For these files of a VMGM 
EVOBS, every file shall be allocated contiguously. 
0153. More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0154 Components of the video manager VMG shown in 
FIG. 5 will be described below. The video manager VMG 
basically include menu frame information and control infor 
mation of the conventional DVD-Video. Under the aforemen 
tioned HDDVD TS directory, video manager information 
VMGI, enhanced video object EVOB related with a menu 
FP PGCM EVOB which is to be presented first immediately 
after insertion of the information storage medium DISC, 
video manager information VMGI BUP as backup data of 
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the navigation data IFO of the video manager VMG, and the 
like are separately recorded as component files. 
(O155 Under the HDDVD TS directory, an enhanced 
video object set VMGM EVOBS related with a video man 
ager menu has a size of 1 GB or more, and these data shall be 
recorded while being divided into up to 98. 
0156. In a read-only information storage medium in this 
embodiment, all the files of the enhanced video object set 
VMGM EVOBS of the video manager menu shall be allo 
cated contiguously for the sake of convenience upon play 
back. In this manner, since the information of the enhanced 
video object set VMGM EVOBS related with the video man 
ager menu is recorded at one location together, data access 
convenience, data collection convenience, and high presen 
tation speed can be assured. 
(O157 <Standard Video Title Set (Standard VTS)> 
0158. A Video Title Set Information (VTSI) and a Video 
Title Set Information for backup (VTSI BUP) shall be 
recorded respectively as a component file under the HVD 
VD TS directory. An Enhanced Video Object Set for Video 
Title Set Menu (VTSM EVOBS), and an Enhanced Video 
Object Set for Titles (VTSTT EVOBS) may be divided into 
up to 99 files. These files shall be component files under the 
HVDVD TS directory. For these files of a VTSM EVOBS, 
and a VTSTT EVOBS, every file shall be allocated contigu 
ously. 
0159 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0160. In this embodiment, video title set information 
VTSI and backup data VTSI BUP of the video title set infor 
mation shall be recorded respectively as a component file 
under the HDDVD TS directory. The sizes of an enhanced 
video object set VTSM EVOBS of a video title set menu and 
an enhanced video object set VTSTT EVOBS of each title 
are allowed to exceed 1 GB. However, their data should be 
recorded while being divided into up to 99 files. As a result, 
each file size can be set to be 1 GB or less. These files shall be 
independent component files under the HDDVD TS direc 
tory. Every file of the enhanced video object set VTSM 
EVOBS of the video title set menu and the enhanced video 
object set VTSTT EVOBS of each title shall be allocated 
contiguously, respectively. As a result, since data are recorded 
at one location, the data access convenience, speeding up, and 
easy data processing management can be attained, and these 
pieces of information for the user can be presented at high 
speed. 
(0161 <Structure of Standard Video Title Set (VTS)> 
(0162 AVTS is a collection of Tides. Each VTS is com 
posed of control data referred to as Video Title Set Informa 
tion (VTSI), Enhanced Video Object Set for the VTS Menu 
(VTSM VOBS), Enhanced Video Object Set for Titles in a 
VTS (VTSTT EVOBS) and backup control data (VTSI P). 
(0163 The following rules shall apply to Video Title Set 
(VTS): 
0164. 1) Each of the control data (VTSI) and the backup of 
control data (VTSI BUP) shall be a single File. 
(0165. 2) Each of the EVOBS for the VTS Menu (VTSM 
EVOBS) and the EVOBS for Titles in a VTS (VTSTT 
EVOBS) may be divided into Files, up to maximum of 99 
respectively. 
(0166 3) VTSI, VTSM EVOBS (if present), VTSTT 
EVOBS and VTSI BUP shall be allocated in this order. 
(0167 4)VTSI and VTSI BUP shall not be recorded in the 
same ECC block. 
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(0168 5) Files comprising VTSM EVOBS shall be allo 
cated contiguously. Also files comprising VTSTT EVOBS 
shall be allocated contiguously. 
(0169. 6) The contents of VTSI BUP shall be exactly the 
same as VTSI completely. Therefore, when relative address 
information in VTSI BUP refers to outside of VTSI BUP 
the relative address shall be taken as a relative address of 
VTSI. 

(0170 7) VTS numbers are the consecutive numbers 
assigned to VTS in the Volume. VTS numbers range from 1 
to 511 and areassigned in the order the VTS are stored on the 
disc (from the smallest LBN at the beginning of VTSI of each 
VTS). 
0171 8) In each VTS, a gap may exist in the boundaries 
among VTSI, VTSM EVOBS (if present), VTSTT EVOBS 
and VTSI BUP. 
(0172 9). In eachVTSM EVOBS (if present), each EVOB 
shall be allocated in contiguously. 
(0173 10) In each VTSTT EVOBS, each EVOB shall be 
allocated in contiguously. 
(0174 11)VTSI and VTSI BUP shall be recorded respec 
tively in a logically contiguous area which is composed of 
consecutive LSNs. 
(0175 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
(0176 The video title set VTS is a collection of a set of 
video titles. This video title set includes video title set infor 
mation VTSI as control information related with the video 
title set, an enhanced video object set VTSM EVOBS of a 
video title set menu, an enhanced video object set (video 
information itself)VTSTT EVOBS of each title, and backup 
data VTSI BUP of the video title set information. 
0177. In this embodiment, the following rules shall apply 
to the video title set VTS. 
(0178 1) Each of the video title set information VTSI that 
records control information, and the backup data VTSI BUP 
of the video title set information shall be recorded in a single 
file of 1 GB or less. 
(0179 2) The enhanced video object set VTSM EVOBS of 
the video title set menu and the enhanced video object set 
(video information itself) VTSTT EVOBS of each title shall 
be recorded while being divided into files, up to maximum of 
99 respectively, per information storage medium DISC, each 
having a size of 1 GB or less. 
0180 3) The video title set information VTSI, the 
enhanced video object set VTSM EVOBS of the video title 
set menu, the enhanced video object set (video information 
itself) VTSTT EVOBS of each title, and the backup data 
VTSI BUP of the video title set information shall be allo 
cated in this order. 
0181. 4) The video title set information VTSI and the 
backup data VTSI BUP of the video title set information 
shall not be recorded in one ECC block together. That is, the 
video title set information VTSI and the backup data VTSI 
BUP of the video title set information are recorded contigu 
ously, but the boundary position of them is inhibited from 
being allocated at the center of a single ECC block. That is, 
when the boundary portion of these data is allocated in the 
single ECC block, if that ECC block cannot be played back 
due to any defect, both pieces of information cannot be played 
back. Therefore, padding information is recorded in the 
residual area in the ECC block at the end position of the video 
title set information VTSI to allocate the head of the next 
backup data VTSI BUP of the video title set information at 
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the head position of the next ECC block, thus avoiding both 
the data from being recorded in the single ECC block. This 
point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. With this 
structure, not only the reliability of data playback can be 
greatly improved, but also the playback processing upon data 
playback can be facilitated. 
0182 5) A plurality offiles comprising the enhanced video 
object set VTSM EVOBS of the video title set menu shall be 
recorded contiguously on the information storage medium 
DISC. Also, a plurality of files comprising the enhanced 
video object set (video information itself) VTSTT EVOBS 
of each title shall be recorded contiguously. Since the files are 
allocated contiguously, respective pieces of information can 
be played back at a time by a single continuous playback 
operation of an optical head upon playback (the need for 
jumping processing of the optical head is obviated). In this 
way, easy processing of various kinds of information upon 
data playback can be assured, and the time from when data 
playback until presentation can be shortened. 
0183 6) The contents of the backup dataVTSI BUP of the 
video title set information shall be exactly the same as the 
video title set information VTSI completely. Therefore, if the 
video title set information VTSI as management information 
cannot be played back due to an error, video information can 
be stably played back by playing back the backup data VTSI 
BUP of the video title set information. 

0.184 7) The video title set VTS numbers are the consecu 
tive numbers assigned to the video title sets VTS recorded in 
a volume space. The numbers of respective video title sets 
VTS ranges numbers 1 to 511 and are assigned in ascending 
order of logical block number LBN as the address inn the 
logical space indicating the allocation position of the video 
title set VTS recorded on the information storage medium 
DISC. 

0185. 8) In each video title set VTS, gap may exist in 
boundary areas between neighboring ones of the video title 
set information VTSI, the enhanced video object set VTSM 
EVOBS of the video title set menu, the enhanced video object 
set (video information itself)VTSTT EVOBS of each title in 
the video title set VTS, and the backup data VTSI BUP of the 
video title set information. More specifically, the aforemen 
tioned four types of information are allocated in different 
ECC blocks, thus assuring high reliability and easy playback 
processing of data upon playback, and speeding up of pro 
cessing. For this reason, this embodiment is designed as fol 
lows. That is, when the recording position of the last data of 
each information ends at the middle of one ECC block, pad 
ding information is recorded in the residual area, so that the 
head position of the next information matches that of the next 
ECC block. The part of the padding information in the ECC 
block will be referred to as a gap in this embodiment. 
0186 9). In the enhanced video object set VTSM EVOBS 
of each video title set menu, enhanced video object EVOB 
shall be allocated in contiguously on the information storage 
medium DISC. Thus, the convenience of playback processing 
can be improved. 
0187 10) In the enhanced video object set (video infor 
mation itself) VTSTT EVOBS of each title in the video title 
set VTS, respective enhanced video objects shall be allocated 
in contiguously on the information storage medium DISC. In 
this manner, the convenience of information playback can be 
assured, and the time required until playback can be short 
ened. 
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0188 11) The video title set information VTSI and the 
backup data VTSI BUP of the video title set information 
shall be recorded respectively in a logically contiguous areas 
defined by serial logical block numbers LSN which represent 
the address positions on the information storage medium 
DISC. In this way, the information can be read by single 
continuous playback (without any jumping processing), thus 
assuring the convenience of playback processing and speed 
ing up of processing. 
(0189 <Structure of Video Manager (VMG)> 
0190. The VMG is the table of contents for Standard Video 
Title Sets which exist in the “HD DVD-Video Zone'. AVMG 
is composed of control data referred to as Video Manager 
Information (VMGI), Enhanced Video Object for First Play 
PGCMenu (FP PGCM EVOB), Enhanced Video Object Set 
for VMG Menu (VMGM EVOBS) and a backup of the con 
trol data (VMGI BUP). The control data is static information 
necessary to playback titles and providing information to 
support User Operation. The FP PGCM EVOB is an 
Enhanced Video Object (EVOB) used for the selection of 
menu language. The VMGM EVOBS is a collection of 
Enhanced Video Objects (EVOBs) used for Menus that Sup 
port the Volume access. 
0191 The following rules shall apply to Video Manager 
(VMG): 
(0192 1) Each of the control data (VMGI) and the backup 
of control data (VMGI BUP) shall be a single File. 
(0193 2) EVOB for FP PGC Menu (FP PGCM EVOB) 
shall be a single File. EVOBS for VMG Menu (VMGM 
EVOBS) may be divided into Files, up to maximum of 98. 
(0194 3) VMGI, FP PGCM EVOB (if present), VMGM 
EVOBS (if present) and VMGI BUP shall be allocated in this 
order. 
(0195 4) VMGI and VMGI BUP shall not be recorded in 
the same ECC block. 
(0196 5) Files comprising VMGM EVOBS shall be allo 
cated contiguously. 
(0197) 6) The contents of VMGI BUP shall be exactly the 
same as VMGI completely. Therefore, when relative address 
information in VMGI BUPrefers to outside of VMGI BUP 
the relative address shall be taken as a relative address of 
VMGI. 
0198 7) A gap may exist in the boundaries among VMGI, 
FP PGCM EVOB (if present), VMGM EVOBS (if present) 
and VMGI BUP. 
(0199 8) In VMGM EVOBS (if present), each EVOB 
shall be allocated contiguously. 
(0200. 9) VMGI and VMGI BUP shall be recorded respec 
tively in a logically contiguous area which is composed of 
consecutive LSNs. 
0201 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0202 The video managerVMG is the table of contents for 
the standard video title set SVTS, and is recorded in an 
HDDVD-Video Zone to be described later. Constituent ele 
ments of the video manager VMG are control information as 
video manager information VMGI, a menu FP PGCM 
EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after inser 
tion of the information storage medium DISC, an enhanced 
video object set VMGM EVOBS of a video manager menu, 
and backup data VMGI BUP of control information as the 
video manager information VMGI. The control information 
as the video manager information VMGI records information 
required to play back each title, and information used to 
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support user's operations. The menu FP PGCM EVOB 
which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of 
the information storage medium DISC is used to select a 
language presented in the menu. That is, the user himself or 
herself selects an optimal menu language immediately after 
insertion of the information storage medium DISC, thus pre 
senting various menu frames using the best understandable 
language. The enhanced video object set VMGM EVOBS 
related with the video manager menu is a collection of the 
enhanced video objects EVOBs used for in menus that Sup 
port Volume access. That is, information of a menu frame (a 
frame provided as independent information for each indi 
vidual language) presented in the language selected by the 
user is recorded as the enhanced video object set. 
0203. In this embodiment, the following rules shall apply 
to the video manager VMG. 
0204 1) Each of the video manager information VMGI 
and the backup file VMGI BUP of the video manager infor 
mation shall be recorded in the information storage medium 
DISC to have each file size of 1 GB or less. 

(0205 2) The enhanced video object EVOB of the menu 
FP PGCM EVOB which is to be presented first immediately 
after insertion of the information storage medium DISC shall 
be divisionally recorded in the information storage medium 
DISC to have each file size of 1 GB or less. The enhanced 
video object set VMGM EVOBS of the video manager menu 
is divisionally recorded to have each file size of 1 GB or less, 
and the number of files of the enhanced video object set 
VMGM EVOBS of the video manager menu recorded per 
information storage medium DISC is set to be 98 or fewer. 
Since the data size of one file is set to 1 GB or less, a buffer 
memory can be easily managed, and data accessibility is 
improved. 
0206 3) The video manager information VMGI, the menu 
FP PGCM EVOB which is to be presented first immediately 
after insertion of the information storage medium DISC, the 
enhanced video object setVMGM EVOBS of the video man 
ager menu, and the backup file VMGI BUP of the video 
manager information shall be allocated in this order on the 
information storage medium DISC. 
0207 4) The video manager information VMGI and the 
backup file VMGI BUP of the video manager information 
shall not be recorded in a single ECC block. 
0208 Since the video manager information VMGI, the 
menu FP PGCM EVOB which is to be presented first imme 
diately after insertion of the information storage medium 
DISC, and the enhanced video object set VMGM EVOBS of 
the video manager menu are optional, they are not often 
recorded on the information storage medium DISC. In such 
case, the video manager information VMGI and the backup 
file VMGI BUP of the video manager information may be 
contiguously allocated in turn. This means that the boundary 
position of the video manager information VMGI and the 
backup file VMGI BUP of the video manager information is 
not allocated at the center of one ECC block. Basically, infor 
mation is played back from the information storage medium 
for each ECC block. For this reason, if the boundary position 
of both pieces of information is recorded in the single ECC 
block, not only the convenience of data processing of play 
back information is impaired, but also if an error occurs in the 
ECC block which stores the boundary portion to disable 
playback, both the video manager information VMGI and the 
backup file VMGI BUP of the video manager information 
cannot often be played back. Therefore, when the boundary 
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portion of both the pieces of information is allocated at that of 
ECC blocks, the Superiority of processing upon playback is 
assured. Even when one of these ECC blocks includes many 
errors and cannot be played back, information can be restored 
and played back using the residual data. Therefore, by setting 
the boundary of both the pieces of information to that between 
neighboring ECC blocks, the data playback reliability of the 
video manager information VMGI can be improved. 
0209 5) Files comprising the enhanced video object set 
VMGM EVOBS of the video manager menu that represents 
menu information shall be allocated contiguously. As 
described above, the data size of the enhanced video object set 
VMGM EVOBS of the video manager menu is allowed to 
exceed 1 GB. In this embodiment, it is specified to division 
ally record the data of the enhanced video object set VMGM 
EVOBS of the video manager menu in a plurality of files to 
have each file size of 1 GB or less. The divided files are 
required to be recorded contiguously on the information Stor 
age medium DISC. In this way, all enhanced video object sets 
of the video manager menu can be fetched by single continu 
ous playback, thus assuring high reliability of playback con 
trol and speeding up of presentation processing for the user. 
0210 6) The contents of the backup file VMGI BUP of 
the video manager information shall be exactly the same of 
the video manager information VMGI completely. 
0211 7) A gap may exist in the boundary positions 
between neighboring ones of video manager information 
VMGI, the menu FP PGCM EVOB which is to be presented 
first immediately after insertion of the information storage 
medium DISC, the enhanced video object set VMGM 
EVOBS of the video manager menu, and the backup file 
VMGI BUP of the video manager information. As described 
in 4), when information of each data is recorded together for 
each ECC block, the position of the last data may have a 
difference from the boundary position of ECC blocks, and a 
residual area may be formed in the ECC block. This residual 
area is called a gap. Since existence of the gap areas is allowed 
in this way, each information can be recorded for respective 
ECC blocks. As a result, the convenience upon playback and 
the reliability upon data playback can be assured, as described 
above. 

0212. 8) Each enhanced video object EVOB in the 
enhanced video object setVMGM EVOBS of the video man 
ager menu shall be allocated contiguously. As described 
above, the enhanced video object set VMGM EVOBS of the 
Video manager menu can have a size which exceeds 1 GB, and 
can be divisionally recorded in files of 1 GB or less. This 
means that the divided files are recorded contiguously on the 
information storage medium DISC. As a result, the enhanced 
video object set VMGM EVOBS of the video manager menu 
can be read together by a single playback operation, thus 
assuring the convenience of the playback processing and 
shortening the time required for presentation for the user. 
0213 9) When the menu FP PGCM EVOB which is to be 
presented first immediately after insertion of the information 
storage medium DISC and the enhanced video object set 
VMGM EVOBS of the video manager menu do not exist, the 
video manager information VMGI and the backup file 
VMGI BUP of the video manager information shall be 
recorded respectively in continuous areas defined by continu 
ous logical sector numbers. In this manner, the playback 
convenience of the video manager information VMGI and the 
backup file VMGI BUP of the video manager information 
can be improved. 
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0214) <Structure of Enhanced Video Object Set (EVOS) 
in Standard Content> 

0215. The EVOBS is a collection of Enhanced Video 
Object which is composed of data on Video, Audio, Sub 
picture and the like. 
0216) The following rules shall apply to EVOBS: 
0217 1) In an EVOBS, EVOBs are to be recorded in 
Contiguous Block and Interleaved Block. 
0218. 2) An EVOBS is composed of one or more EVOBs. 
EVOB ID numbers are assigned from the EVOB with the 
smallest LSN in EVOBS, in ascending orderstarting with one 
(1). 
0219. 3) An EVOB is composed of one or more Cells. 
C ID numbers are assigned from the Cell with the smallest 
LSN in an EVOB, in ascending order starting with one (1). 
0220 4) Cells in EVOBS may be identified by the EVOB 
ID number and the C ID number. 
0221 5) An EVOB shall be allocated in ascending order in 
logical sector number contiguously (without any gaps). 
0222 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0223. The enhanced video object set EVOBS is a collec 
tion of the enhanced video object EVOB, which is composed 
of data on video, audio, Sub-picture, and the like. In this 
embodiment, the following rules shall apply to the enhanced 
video object set EVOBS. 
0224. 1) In the enhanced video object set EVOBS, 
enhanced video objects EVOBs are to be recorded in contigu 
ous blocks and interleaved blocks. 

0225. 2) An enhanced video object set EVOBS is com 
posed of one or more enhanced video objects EVOBs. 
0226) 3) ID numbers EVOB ID assigned to respective 
enhanced video object EVOB are assigned in ascending order 
of logical sector number LSN, which indicates the recording 
address of enhanced video object EVOB on the information 
storage medium DISC. The first number is “1”, and is incre 
mented in turn. 
0227. One enhanced video object EVOB is composed of 
one or more cells. As ID numbers C ID set for respective 
cells, numerals which are incremented in turn to have a mini 
mum value “1” in ascending order of logical sector number 
LSN which indicates the recording location of each cell on the 
information storage medium DISC are set. 
0228 4) Respective cells in the enhanced video object set 
EVOBS may be individually identified by the ID number 
EVOB ID assigned to the enhanced video object EVOB and 
the ID numbers C ID set for respective cells. 
0229 <Category of Information Storage Medium-> 
0230. In this embodiment, for example, as video informa 
tion and its management information to be recorded on the 
information storage medium DISC, two different types of 
contents, i.e., the advanced content ADVCT and standard 
content STDCT are set. By providing the advanced content 
ADVCT, the requirements of the user who wants to assure 
flexible and diversified expressions, easy processing of video 
related information of network actions, and easy transmission 
of information after processing, can be satisfied. By provid 
ing the standard content STDCT at the same time, the data 
compatibility to the conventional DVD-Video can be assured, 
and even an inexpensive information playback apparatus 
without any precondition of network connection can play 
back video information of this embodiment. This point is a 
large technical feature in this embodiment. 
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0231. As shown in FIG. 8, information storage media 
DISC corresponding to three different categories are defined 
as the information storage media DISC that record respective 
contents. That is, as shown in (a) of FIG. 8, a medium which 
records only information of the standard content STDCT as 
data to be recorded in the information storage medium DISC 
compliant to category 1 is defined. The information storage 
medium DISC compliant to category 1 can be played back by 
both an inexpensive information playback apparatus without 
any precondition of network connection and an advanced 
information playback apparatus premised on network con 
nection. 
0232 An information storage medium DISC which 
records only advanced content ADVCT as data recorded in an 
information storage medium compliant to category 2 is 
defined, as shown in (b) of FIG.8. The information storage 
medium DISC compliant to category 2 can be played back by 
only an advanced information playback apparatus premised 
on network connection. Furthermore, as shown in (c) of FIG. 
8, an information storage medium DISC compliant to cat 
egory 3 that records identical video information in both the 
formats of the advanced content ADVCT and standard con 
tent STDCT is defined. This point is a large technical feature 
of this embodiment. Using the information storage medium 
DISC compliant to category 3, an advanced information play 
back apparatus having a network connection function can 
play back the advanced content ADVCT, and an inexpensive 
information playback apparatus without any precondition of 
network connection can play back the standard content 
STDCT. Hence, the contents optimal to every models can be 
presented (provided) to the user. 
0233 <Category 1 Disc> 
0234. This disc contains only Standard Content which 
consists of one VMG and one or more Standard VTSs. This 
disc contains no Advanced Content such as a Playlist, 
Advanced VTS and so on. As for an example of structure, see 
(a) of FIG.8. 
0235 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0236. The information storage medium DISC compliant 

to category 1 shown in (a) of FIG. 8 records the standard 
content STDCT which consists of one video manager VMG 
which forms a menu frame, and one or more standard video 
title sets SVTS that manage video information. No informa 
tion of the advanced content ADVCT is recorded on this 
information storage medium DISC. 
0237) <Category 2 Disc> 
0238. This disc contains only Advanced Content which 
consists of Playlist, Primary Video Set (only Advanced VTS). 
Secondary Video Set and Advanced Subtitle. This disc con 
tains no Standard Content such as VMG or Standard VTS. As 
for an example of structure, see (b) of FIG. 8. 
0239 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0240. The information storage medium DISC compliant 

to category 2 shown in (b) of FIG.8 records only the advanced 
content ADVCT, and does not record any standard content 
STDCT. 
0241 <Category 3 Disc> 
0242. This disc contains both Advanced Content which 
consists of Playlist, Advanced VTS in Primary Video Set, 
Secondary Video Set, Advanced Application and Advanced 
Subtitle and Standard Content which consists of one or more 
Standard VTSs in Primary Video Set. That is, neither 
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FP DOM nor VMGM DOM should exist in this Primary 
Video Set. Even though FP DOM and VMGM DOM may 
exist on a disc, Some navigation command to transit to 
FP DOM or VMGM DOM shall be ignored by a player. As 
for an example of structure, see (c) of FIG.8. Eventhough this 
disc contains Standard Content, basically this disc follows 
rules for the Category 2 disc. Standard Content may be 
referred by Advanced Content with cancellations of some 
functions. In addition, for playback of this disc, there are 
kinds of state such as Advanced Content Playback State and 
Standard Content Playback State, and the transition between 
the states is allowed. 
0243 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0244. The information storage medium DISC compliant 
to category 3 shown in (c) of FIG. 8 records the advanced 
content ADVCT and standard content STDCT. In the infor 
mation storage medium DISC compliant to category 3, a 
primary video set PRMVS (to be described later) is defined. 
In the primary video set PRMVS, neither a first play domain 
FP DOM corresponding to a frame to be presented immedi 
ately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC 
nor a video manager menu domain VMGM DOM that pre 
sents a menu is defined in the primary video set PRMVS. 
However, the first play domain FP DOM and video manager 
menu domain VMGM DOM may exist in an area other than 
the primary video set PRMVS in the information storage 
medium DISC compliant to category 3. Furthermore, an 
information playback apparatus shall ignore a navigation 
command to transit to the first play domain FP DOM or the 
video manager domain VMGM DOM. The first play domain 
FP DOM corresponding to a frame to be presented immedi 
ately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC 
and the video manager domain VMGM DOM are basically 
required in a menu operation in the standard content STDCT. 
However, in this embodiment, as shown in FIG.9 or 10, menu 
processing is executed in the advanced content ADVCT to 
refer to the standard video title set SVTS which records video 
information in the standard content STDCT as needed. In this 
way, by inhibiting jump to the first play domain FP DOM of 
a menu presented immediately after insertion of the informa 
tion storage medium DISC and the video manager domain 
VMGM DOM, the menu processing on the advanced content 
ADVCT can always be assured, thus avoiding confusion to 
the user. Even though the information storage medium DISC 
compliant to category 3 contains the standard content 
STDCT, basically this information storage medium DISC 
follows rules for the information storage medium DISC com 
pliant to category 2 shown in (b) of FIG. 8. 
0245 <Primary Video SetD 
0246 Primary Video Set in Advanced Content consists of 
Advanced VTS space, Standard VTS space and VMG. Basi 
cally Advanced VTS is used only in Advanced Content, and 
Standard VTS may be used in Advanced Content even though 
this VTS is mainly used for Standard Content. In Advanced 
Content, VMG may exist in Primary Video Set, however the 
transition to VMGM DOM or FP DOM is not allowed. The 
data for Primary Video Set is located on a disc under HVD 
VD TS directory. 
0247 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0248. The contents of the primary video set PRMVS 
shown in (c) of FIG.8 will be described below. The primary 
video set PRMVS in the advanced content ADVCT includes 
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an advanced video title set ADVTS, a standard video title set 
SVTS, and a video manager VMG. These video title sets are 
mainly used in the standard content STDCT. However, the 
advanced video title set ADVTS is used only in the advanced 
content ADVCT, and the standard video title set SVTS may 
be used in the advanced content ADVCT. In the advanced 
content ADVCT, the video manager VMG in the primary 
video set PRMVS may exist. However, during use of the 
advanced content ADVCT, the transition to the aforemen 
tioned video manager menu domain VMGM DOM and first 
play domain FP DOM is inhibited. The first play domain 
FP DOM corresponding to a frame to be presented immedi 
ately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC 
and the video manager domain VMGM DOM are basically 
required in a menu operation in the standard content STDCT. 
However, in this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 9 or 10, the 
menu processing is executed in the advanced content ADVCT 
to refer to the standard video title set SVTS which records 
video information in the standard content STDCT as needed. 
In this way, by inhibiting the transition to the first play domain 
FP DOM of a menu presented immediately after insertion of 
the information storage medium DISC and the video manager 
domain VMGM DOM, the menu processing on the advanced 
content ADVCT can always be assured, thus effectively 
avoiding confusion to the user. The primary video set 
PRMVS are recorded in the information storage medium 
DISC compliant to category 3. The primary video set 
PRMVS is allocated in the HDDVD TS directory described 
above as the data structure to be recorded. However, the 
embodiment of the invention is not limited to this, and the 
primary video set PRMVS may be recorded in the persistent 
Storage. 
0249. At least the primary video set PRMVS and at least 
one playlist PLLST (details will be described later) shall be 
recorded in the information storage medium DISC compliant 
to category 2 or 3. Other pieces of information related with the 
advanced content ADVCT described in FIGS. 8B and 8C 
shall be located in on information storage medium DISC but 
can be delivered from a server via the network. 
(0250 <Structure of Volume Space> 
0251. The Volume Space of an HD DVD-Video disc con 
sists of 

0252) 1) The Volume and File structure, which shall be 
assigned for the UDF structure. 
0253 2) Single “HD DVD-Video Zone', which shall be 
assigned for the data structure of HD DVD-Video format. 
This Zone consists of “Standard Content Zone' and 
“Advanced Content Zone'. 

0254 3) “DVD others Zone', which may be used for other 
than HD DVD-Video applications. 
0255. The following rules apply for HD DVD-Video zone. 
0256 1) “HD DVD-Video zone' shall consist of a “Stan 
dard Content Zone' in Category 1 disc. 
0257 “HD DVD-Video Zone' shall consist of an 
“Advanced Content Zone' in Category 2 disc. 
0258 “HD DVD-Video Zone' shall consist of both a 
"Standard Content Zone' and an "Advanced Content Zone' in 
Category 3 disc. 
0259 2) "Standard Content Zone' shall consist of single 
Video 

0260 Manager (VMG) and at least 1 with maximum 511 
Video Title Set (VTS) in Category 1 disc and Category 3 disc. 
“Standard Content Zone' should not exist in Category 2 disc. 
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0261 3) VMG shall be allocated at the leading part of “HD 
DVD-Video Zone' if it exists, that is Category 1 disc case. 
0262 4) VMG shall be composed of at least 2 with maxi 
mum 102 files. 

0263 5) Each VTS (except Advanced VTS) shall be com 
posed of at least 3 with maximum 200 files. 
0264 6) Advanced Content Zone' shall consist of files 
supported in Advanced Content with an Advanced VTS. The 
maximum number of files for Advanced Content Zone under 
ADV OBJ directory is 512x2047. 
0265 7) Advanced VTS shall be composed of at least 3 
with maximum 5995 files. 
0266 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0267. The recording locations of the advanced content 
ADVCT and standard content STDCT recorded in the infor 
mation storage medium DISC will be described below using 
(c) of FIG.8. In the following description, a medium in which 
the recording location of only the advanced content ADVCT 
is set corresponds to the information storage medium DISC 
shown in (b) of FIG. 8, and a medium in which the recording 
location of only the standard content STDCT corresponds to 
the information storage medium DISC of category 1 shown in 
(a) of FIG.8. A space that records each content on the infor 
mation storage medium DISC, as shown in (c) of FIG. 8, is 
defined as a Volume space, and logical sector numbers LSN 
are assigned to all locations in the Volume space. In this 
embodiment, the volume space is formed of the following 
three Zones. 
0268. 1) Zone that Describes the Volume and File Struc 
ture (File System Management Information Recording Area) 
0269. This Zone is defined as an area that records manage 
ment information of a file system, although it is not described 
in (c) of FIG.8. In this embodiment, a file system compliant 
to uniform disc format (UDF) is built. The above Zone indi 
cates a Zone which records management information of that 
file system. 
(0270. 2) Single HD DVD-Video Zone 
0271 This Zone records data in this embodiment 
described in (c) of FIG. 8. This Zone consists of a Zone that 
records the advanced content ADVCT, and a Zone that records 
the standard content STDCT. 
0272. Other DVD related information recording Zone. 
0273 3) DVD Others Zone 
0274. This Zone records DVD related information other 
than information used in the HD DVD-Video of this embodi 
ment. This Zone can record information related with the 
HD DVD-Video recording standards and information 
related with the existing DVD-Video and DVD-Audio stan 
dards. 
0275. In this embodiment, the following rules apply for 
the HD DVD-Video Zone described in 2) above and (c) of 
FIG 8. 
0276. 1) The information storage media compliant to cat 
egories 1 and 3 can record information of one video manager 
VMG and 1 to 511 video title sets VTS in the recording area 
of the standard content STDCT. The information storage 
medium DISC compliant to category 2 cannot set the record 
ing area of the standard content STDCT. 
0277 2) In the information storage medium DISC com 
pliant to category 1, the video manager VMG shall be 
recorded at the first location in the HD DVD-Video record 
ing area. 
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0278 3) The video manager VMG shall be composed of 2 
with maximum 102 files. 

(0279 4) Each video title set VTS except the advanced 
video title sets ADVTS shall be composed of at least 3 with 
maximum 200 files. 

0280 5) The recording area of the advanced content 
ADVCT shall consists of files supported in the advanced 
content ADVCT with an advanced video title set ADVTS. 
The maximum number of files for advanced content ADVCT 
to be recorded in the recording area is 512x2047. 
(0281 6) The advanced video title set ADVTS shall be 
composed of 3 with 5995 files. 
0282 <Transition. Upon Playbackd 
0283. The transitions upon playback of the advanced con 
tent ADVCT and upon playback of the standard content 
STDCT will be explained below using FIG. 10. The informa 
tion storage medium DISC compliant to category 3 shown in 
(c) of FIG. 8 has a structure that can independently play back 
the advanced content ADVCT and standard content STDCT. 
When the information storage medium DISC compliant to 
category 3 is inserted into an advanced information playback 
apparatus having an Internet connection function, the play 
back apparatus reads advanced navigation data ADVNV 
included in the advanced content ADVCT in an initial state 
INSTT. After that, the playback apparatus transits to an 
advanced content playback state ADVPS. The same process 
ing applies when the information storage medium DISC com 
pliant to category 2 shown in (b) of FIG. 8 is inserted. In the 
advanced content playback state ADVPS shown in FIG. 10, a 
playback situation can transit to a standard content playback 
state STDPS by executing a command MSCMD correspond 
ing to a markup file MRKUP or script file SCRPT. In the 
standard content playback state STDPS, the playback situa 
tion can return to the advanced content playback state ADVPS 
by executing a command NCCMD of navigation commands 
set in the standard content STDCT. 

0284. In the standard content STDCT system parameters 
which record information, e.g., the presentation angle num 
bers, playback audio numbers, and the like that are set by the 
system as in the existing DVD-Video standards are defined. In 
this embodiment, the advanced content ADVCT can play 
back data to be set in the system parameter or can change the 
system parameter values in the advanced content playback 
state ADVPS. In this manner, compatibility to the existing 
DVD-Video playback can be assured. Independently of the 
transition direction between the advanced content playback 
state ADVPS and the standard content playback state STDPS, 
the consistency of the setting values of the system parameters 
can be maintained in this embodiment. 

0285 When an arbitrary transition is made according to 
user's favor between the advanced content ADVCT and stan 
dard content STDCT in the information storage medium 
DISC compliant to category3 shown in (c) of FIG.8, since the 
system parameter values have consistency, as described 
above, for example, the same presentation language is used 
before and after transition, and the user's convenience upon 
playback can be assured. 
0286 <Medium Identification Processing Methods 
0287 FIG. 11 shows a medium identification processing 
method by the information playback apparatus of this 
embodiment when three different types of information stor 
age media DISC shown in FIGS. 8A, 8B, and 8C are 
mounted. 
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0288 When the information storage medium DISC is 
mounted on a high-end information playback apparatus hav 
ing a network connection function, the information playback 
apparatus determines if the information storage medium 
DISC is compliant to HD DVD (step S11). In case of the 
information storage medium DISC compliant to HD DVD, 
the information playback apparatus goes to find a playlist file 
PLLST recorded in an advanced content directory ADVCT 
located directly under the root directory shown in FIG.15 and 
determines if the information storage medium DISC is com 
pliant to category 2 or 3 (step S12). If the playlist file PLLST 
is found, the information playback apparatus determines that 
the information storage medium DISC is compliant to cat 
egory 2 or 3, and plays back the advanced content ADVCT 
(step S13). If the playlist file PLLST is not found, the infor 
mation playback apparatus checks the video manager ID 
number VMGM ID recorded in the video manager informa 
tion VMGI in the standard content STDCT and determines if 
the information storage medium DISC is compliant to cat 
egory 1 (Step S14). In case of the information storage medium 
DISC compliant to category 1, the video manager ID number 
VMGM ID is recorded as specific data, and it can be identi 
fied based on the information in a video manager category 
VMG CAT that the standard content STDCT compliant to 
category 1 alone is recorded. In this case, the standard content 
STDCT is played back (step S15). If the mounted information 
storage medium DISC belongs to none of categories 
described in FIGS. 8A, 8B, and 8C, a processing method 
depending on the information playback apparatus is adopted 
(step S16). 
(0289 <Playback of Only Audio> 
0290 This embodiment supports a playback apparatus 
which does not have any video display function and plays 
back only audio information. FIG. 12 shows the startup 
sequence in an audio-only information playback apparatus. 
0291. When the information storage medium DISC is 
mounted on the information playback apparatus, the informa 
tion playback apparatus determines if the information storage 
medium DISC is compliant to HD DVD (step S21). If the 
information storage medium DISC is not compliant to 
HD DVD in this embodiment, a processing method depend 
ing on the information playback apparatus is adopted (step 
S24). Also, if the information playback apparatus is not the 
one which plays back only audio information, a processing 
method depending on the information playback apparatus is 
adopted (steps S22 and S24). If the mounted information 
storage medium DISC is compliant to HD DVD of this 
embodiment, the information playback apparatus checks the 
presence/absence of a playlist file PLLST recorded in the 
advanced content directory ADVCT located directly under 
the root directory. If the playlist file PLLST is found, the 
information playback apparatus which plays back only audio 
information plays back audio information (steps S22 and 
S23). At this time, the information playback apparatus plays 
back information via the playlist file PLLST. 
0292 <Data Access Methodd 
0293. Different management methods (different data 
access methods to contents and the like) for the enhanced 
video object EVOB in the standard content STDCT and those 
in the advanced content ADVCT in this embodiment will be 
described below with reference to FIG. 9. 

0294. On standard video title set information STVTSI as 
management information in the standard content STDCT in 
this embodiment, access to each enhanced video object 
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EVOB is designated by a logical sector number LSN as 
address information on the logical space. In this way, since 
access is managed using the address information, compatibil 
ity to the existing DVD-Video standards can be assured. By 
contrast, access to each enhanced video object EVOB in the 
advanced content ADVCT is managed not by address infor 
mation but by time information. This point is a large technical 
feature in this embodiment. With this feature, not only com 
patibility to the video recording standards that allow existing 
Video recording and playback can be assured, but also easy 
edit processing is guaranteed. More specifically, in a playlist 
PLLST which represents playback management information 
on the advanced content ADVCT, the playback range of 
advanced video object data at a playback position is set by 
time information. In the advanced content ADVCT of this 
embodiment, time information designated in the playlist 
PLLST can be converted into address information by time 
map informationTMAPI. The time map informationTMAPI 
is used to convert the designated time information into a 
logical sector number LSN indicating a logical address posi 
tion on the information storage medium DISC. The time map 
information TMAPI is recorded at a position different from 
the playlist PLLST. Furthermore, advanced video title set 
information ADVTSI in the advanced content ADVCT cor 
responds to the standard video title set information STVTSI 
in the standard content STDCT. This advanced video title set 
information ADVTSI records enhanced video object infor 
mation EVOBI which records individual attribute informa 
tion of respective enhanced video object EVOB. This 
enhanced video object informationEVOBI refers to and man 
ages each individual enhanced video object EVOB as man 
agement information of attribute information. When this 
enhanced video object information EVOBI#3 manages and 
refers to attributes of the enhanced video object EVOB in the 
standard content STDCT, the playlist PLLST that manages 
playback of the advanced content ADVCT can designate 
playback of enhanced video object EVOB in the standard 
content STDCT. 

0295) <Utilization of Standard Content By Advanced 
Content> 

0296 Standard Content can be utilized by Advanced Con 
tent. VTSI of Advanced VTS can refer EVOBS which is also 
be referred by VTSI of Standard VTS, by use of TMAP (see 
FIG.9). In this case, a TMAP Information refers one or more 
EVOBUs in an EVOB. However, the EVOB may contain 
HLI, PCI and so on, which are not supported in Advanced 
Content. In the playback of such EVOBs, some information 
which is not supported in Advanced Content such as HLI and 
PCI shall be ignored in Advanced Content. 
0297 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0298 As described above, the advanced content ADVCT 
can utilize some data in the standard content STDCT. This 
point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. 
0299 For example, as shown in FIG. 9, the enhanced 
video object information EVOBI#3 in the advanced video 
title set information ADVTSI can refer to and play back 
enhanced video object EVOB#3 in the standard content 
STDCT by utilizing time map information TMAPI#3 in the 
advanced content ADVCT. Also, as shown in FIG. 9, the 
enhanced video object EVOBH3 referred to by the enhanced 
video object information EVOBI#3 in the advanced content 
can also be referred to by the standard video title set infor 
mation STVTSI. As described above, in this embodiment, 
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since the enhanced video object EVOB#3 in the standard 
content STDCT can be referred to by a plurality of pieces of 
information, it can be commonly utilized, and the efficiency 
of data to be recorded on the information storage medium 
DISC can be improved. 
(0300. This enhanced video object EVOB#3 includes 
information Such as highlight information HL.I. presentation 
control information PCI, and the like. However, the advanced 
content ADVCT does not support these pieces of information, 
and information specified by these highlight information HLI 
and presentation control information PCI is ignored upon 
playback of the advanced content ADVCT based on the play 
list PLLST. 
0301 <Advanced VTS). 
0302 Advanced VTS is utilized Video Title Set for 
Advanced Content. In comparison to Standard VTS, follow 
ings are additionally defined. 
(0303 1) More enhancement for an EVOB 

0304 1 Main Video stream 
0305 8 Main Audio streams (Maximum) 
0306 1. Sub Video stream 
0307 8 Sub Audio streams (Maximum) 
0308 32 Sub-picture streams (Maximum) 
0309 1 Advanced stream 

0310. 2) Integration of Enhanced VOB Set (EVOBS) 
0311 Integration of both Menu EVOBS and Title 
EVOBS 

0312 3) Elimination of a layered structure 
0313 No Tide, no PGC, no PTT and no Cell 
0314. No supports of Navigation Command and UOP 
control 

0315 4) Introduction of new Time Map Information 
(TMAPI) 

0316. In case of Contiguous Block, one TMAPI corre 
sponds to one EVOB and it shall be stored as a file. 

0317. In case of Interleaved Block, the TMAPIs which 
correspond to EVOBs in the Block shall be stored as a 
file. 

0318. Some information in a NV PCK are simplified. 
0319 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0320. The advanced video title set ADVTS shown in (c) of 
FIG.8 will be described below with reference to FIG. 9. The 
advanced video title set ADVTS is utilized as a video title set 
for the advanced content ADVCT. Differences between the 
advanced video title set ADVTS shown in (c) of FIG. 8 and 
the Standard video title set SVTS will be listed below. 
0321) 1) More Enhancement for the Enhanced Video 
Object EVOB in Advanced Content ADVCT 
0322 The advanced video title set ADVTS can have one 
main video stream MANVD, eight (maximum) or fewer main 
audio streams MANAD, one sub video stream SUBVD, eight 
(maximum) or less sub audio streams SUBAD, 32 (maxi 
mum) or fewer sub-picture streams SUBPT, and one 
advanced stream (stream data that records an advanced appli 
cation ADAPL to be described later). 
0323 2) Integration of Enhanced Video Object Set 
EVOBS 

0324. In the standard content STDCT, as shown in FIG. 5, 
enhanced video object EVOB in the video managerVMG that 
represents a menu frame is completely separated from 
enhanced video object EVOB in the standard video title set 
SVTS which represents video information to be played back, 
and a moving image and menu frame cannot be simulta 
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neously presented. By contrast, the advanced video title set 
ADVTS in this embodiment can manage and present a menu 
frame and a picture frame that represents a moving image by 
integrating them. 
0325 3) Elimination of a Layered Structure of Manage 
ment Information for Video Information 
0326. The existing DVD-Video and standard content 
STDCT adopts a layered structure of program chains PGC/ 
parts of title PTT/cells as a video management unit. However, 
the management method of the advanced content ADVCT in 
this embodiment does not adopt Such layered structure. Also, 
the standard content STDCT of the existing DVD-Video uses 
navigation commands to execute special processing Such as 
transition processing and the like and performs user operation 
processing. However, the advanced content ADVCT of this 
embodiment does not perform these processes. 
0327 4) Introduction of New Time Map Information 
TMAPI 

0328. In a contiguous block to be described later, one time 
map informationTMAPI corresponds to one enhanced video 
object EVOB, and respective pieces of time map information 
TMAPI are recorded as one file on the information storage 
medium DISC. In case of an interleaved block, a plurality of 
enhanced video object EVOB corresponding to each stream 
in that interleaved block are included. Time map information 
TMAPI is set for each individual enhanced video object 
EVOB, and a plurality of pieces of time map information 
TMAPI are recorded in one file for each interleaved block. 
Furthermore, information in a navigation pack NVPCK 
defined in the conventional DVD-Video and standard content 
STDCT is recorded after it is simplified. 
0329 <Structure of Advanced Video Title Set (Advanced 
VTS)> 
0330. This VTS consists of only one Title. This VTS is 
composed of control data referred to as Video Title Set Infor 
mation (VTSI), Enhanced Video Object Set for Titles in a 
VTS (VTSTT EVOBS), Video Title Set Time MapInforma 
tion (VTS TMAP), backup control data (VTSI BUP) and 
backup of Video Title Set Time Map Information (VTS 
TMAP BUP). 
0331. The following rules shall apply to Video Title Set 
(VTS): 
0332 1) The control data (VTSI) and the backup of control 
data (VTSI BUP) (if exists: this data is recorded optionally) 
shall be a single File. 
0333 2) VTSI and VTSI BUP (if exists) shall not be 
recorded in the same ECC block. 

0334 3) Each of a Video Title Set Time Map Information 
(VTS TMAP) and the backup of this (VTS TMAP BUP) (if 
exists: this data is recorded optionally) shall be composed of 
files, up to a maximum of 999 respectively. 
0335 4) VTS TMAP and VTS TMAP BUP (if exists) 
shall not be recorded in the same ECC block. 
0336 5) Files comprising VTS TMAP shall be allocated 
continuously. 
0337 6) Files comprising VTS TMAP BUP (if exists) 
shall be allocated continuously. 
0338 7) An EVOB which belongs to Contiguous Block 
shall be a single File. 
0339) 8) EVOBs which consist of an Interleaved Block 
shall be included in a single File. 
0340 9) An EVOBS of a VTS (VTSTT EVOBS) shall be 
composed of files, up to a maximum of 999. 
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(0341) 10) Files comprising VTSTT EVOBS shall be allo 
cated continuously. 
(0342) 11) The contents of VTSI BUP (if exists) shall be 
exactly the same as VTSI completely. Therefore, when rela 
tive address information in VTSI BUP refers to outside of 
VTSI BUP, the relative address shall be taken as a relative 
address of VTSI. 
0343 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0344. The data structure in the advanced video title set 
ADVTS in the advanced content ADVCT shown in FIG. 9 
will be described below. 
(0345. In this embodiment, one advanced video title set 
ADVTS is composed of only one title that represents video 
information itself. In this embodiment, the advanced video 
title set ADVTS is composed of advanced video title set 
information ADVTSI which records control information, an 
enhanced video object set VTSTT EVOBS which stores a 
video title representing the video information itself, video 
title set time map information VTS TMAP which records 
time map informationTMAPI shown in FIG.9, backup infor 
mation ADVTSI BUP of the advanced video title set infor 
mation ADVTSI, and backup information VTS TMAP BUP 
of the time map information. These pieces of information 
shall be recorded contiguously in this order on the informa 
tion storage medium DISC. The following rules shall apply to 
the advanced video title set ADVTS in this embodiment. 
0346) 1) The advanced video title set information 
ADVTSI as control information and its backup information 
ADVTSI BUP shall be recorded as a single file on the infor 
mation storage medium DISC. 
0347 2) The advanced video title set information 
ADVTSI and its backup information ADVTSI BUP shall not 
be stored in one ECC block together. When the advanced 
video title set information ADVTSI and its backup informa 
tion ADVTSI BUP are recorded contiguously, if the last 
information in the advanced video title set information 
ADVTSI is located in the middle of one ECC block, padding 
information should be recorded in the residual area in that 
ECC block so that the next backup information ADVTSI 
BUP is allocated in a different ECC block. In this manner, 
even when an ECC block at the boundary between the 
advanced video title set information ADVTSI and the next 
backup information ADVTSI BUP cannot be read due to an 
error, one of these two pieces of information can be played 
back, thus improving the reliability upon playback. 
0348 3) Each of the video title set time map information 
VTS TMAP and its backup information VTS TMAP BUP 
shall be recorded in 1 to 999 (maximum) or fewer files. 
0349 4) Each of the video title set time map information 
VTS TMAP and its backup information VTS TMAP BUP 
shall not be recorded in one ECC block together. That is, as in 
2), when the boundary between these two pieces of informa 
tion is to be allocated in one ECC block, i.e., when the last part 
of the video title set time map information VTS TMAP is 
allocated in the middle of one ECC block, padding data is 
recorded to allocate the next backup information VTS T 
MAP BUP to be recorded from the head position of the next 
ECC block. In this manner, the reliability upon playback can 
be assured. 
0350 5) A plurality of files comprising the video title set 
time map information VTS TMAP shall be recorded con 
tinuously on the information storage medium DISC. In this 
way, the need for unwanted transition processing of an optical 
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head can be obviated, and the video title set time map infor 
mation VTS TMAP can be played back by single continuous 
playback, thus attaining easy playback processing and speed 
1ng up. 
0351 6) A plurality of files comprising the backup infor 
mation VTS TMAP BUP of each video title set time map 
information VTS TMAP shall be recorded continuously on 
the information storage medium DISC. In this way, as in 5), 
easy playback processing and speeding up can be attained. 7) 
An enhanced video object set VTSTT EVOBS that record 
titles of the advanced video title set shall be recorded on the 
information storage medium DISC as 1 to 999 (maximum) or 
fewer files. 
0352 8) A plurality of files which record the enhanced 
video object sets VTSTT EVOBS that record titles of the 
advanced video title set shall be recorded continuously on the 
information storage medium DISC. In this manner, the 
enhanced video object sets VTSTT EVOBS that record titles 
of the advanced video title set can be played back by single 
continuous playback, thus assuring continuity upon play 
back. 
0353 9) The contents of the backup information 
ADVTSI BUP of the advanced video title set information 
ADVTSI shall be the same as the advanced video title set 
information ADVTSI completely. 
0354) <Structure of Enhanced Video Object Set (EVOBS) 
in Advanced VTS-> 
0355 The EVOBS is a collection of Enhanced Video 
Object which is composed of data on Video, Audio, Sub 
picture and the like. 
0356. The following rules shall apply to EVOBS: 
0357 1) In an EVOBS, EVOBs are to be recorded in 
Contiguous Block and Interleaved Block. 
0358. 2) An EVOBS is composed of one or more EVOBs. 
EVOB ID numbers are assigned from the EVOB with the 
smallest LSN in EVOBS, in ascending orderstarting with one 
(1). EVOB ID number is also corresponding to the same 
number of EVOBI in VTSI. 
0359 3) Each EVOB has one corresponded TMAP file if 
the EVOB belongs to Contiguous Block. EVOBs which com 
pose Interleaved Block have one corresponded TMAP file. 
0360 4) An EVOB shall be allocated in ascending order in 
logical sector number contiguously (without any gaps). 
0361 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0362. The data structure of the enhanced video object 
EVOB in the advanced content ADVCT shown in FIG. 9 will 
be described below. In this embodiment, a collection of 
enhanced objects EVOBs is called an enhanced video object 
set EVOBS, and is composed of data of video, audio, sub 
picture, and the like. In this embodiment, the following rules 
shall apply to the enhanced video object set EVOBS in the 
advanced content ADVCT. 
0363 1) Enhanced video objects EVOBs are recorded in a 
contiguous block and interleaved block (to be described 
later). 
0364. 2) One enhanced video object set EVOBS includes 
one or more enhanced video object EVOB. The aforemen 
tioned ID numbers EVOB ID of the enhanced video object 
are assigned in the layout order of enhanced video object 
EVOB recorded on the information storage medium DISC. 
That is, the ID numbers EVOB ID are assigned in ascending 
order of logical sector number LSN which indicates the 
recording address of enhanced video object EVOB on the 
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logical space, and the first number is set to 1. The ID number 
EVOB ID of the enhanced video object is corresponding to 
the same number of the enhanced video object information 
EVOBI described in the advanced title set information 
ADVTSI. That is, as shown in FIG.9, enhanced video object 
EVOB#1 has an ID number EVOB ID='1', and enhanced 
video object EVOB#2 has an ID number EVOB ID=''2''. 
Enhanced video object information EVOBI#1 which controls 
that data is set to have a number='1', and enhanced video 
object information EVOBI#2 that manages the enhanced 
video object EVOB#2 is set to have a number-"2. 
0365 3) Each enhanced video object EVOB has one cor 
responded time map file if the enhanced video object EVOB 
belongs to the contiguous block. That is, as shown in FIG. 9. 
time map informationTMAPI#1 exists as apart for managing 
the time of enhanced video object EVOB#1, and this time 
map information TMAPI#1 is recorded on the information 
storage medium DISC as one time map file. When a plurality 
of enhanced video objects EVOBs compose an interleaved 
block, one time map file is recorded on the information Stor 
age medium DISC in correspondence with one interleaved 
block. 
0366 <Relation Among Presentation Objects-> 
0367 FIG. 7 shows the relation among Data Type, Data 
Source and Player/Decoder for each presentation object 
defined above. 
0368 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0369. The advanced content ADVCT in this embodiment 
uses objects shown in FIG. 7. The correspondence among the 
data types, data sources, and players/decoders, and player for 
each presentation object is shown in FIG. 7. Initially, “via 
network” and “persistent storage PRSTR' as the data sources 
will be described below. 
0370 <Network Serverd 
0371 Network Server is an optional data source for 
Advanced Content playback, but a player should have net 
work access capability. Network Server is usually operated 
by the content provider of the current disc. Network Server 
usually locates in the internet. 
0372 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0373) “Via network” related with the data sources shown 
in FIG. 7 will be explained. 
0374. This embodiment is premised on playback of object 
data delivered from the network server NTSRV via the net 
work as the data source of objects used to play back the 
advanced content ADVCT. Therefore, a player with advanced 
functions in this embodiment is premised on network access. 
As the network server NTSRV which represents the data 
Source of objects upon transferring data via the network, a 
server to be accessed is designated in the advanced content 
ADVCT on the information storage medium DISC upon 
playback, and that server is operated by the content provider 
who created the advanced content ADVCT. The network 
server NTSRV is usually located in the Internet. 
0375 <Data Categories on Network Serverd 
0376 Any Advanced Content files can exist on Network 
Server. Advanced Navigation can download any files on Dada 
Sources to the File Cache or Persistent Storage by using 
proper API(s). For S-EVOB data read from Network Server, 
Secondary Video Player can use Streaming Buffer. 
0377 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
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0378 Files which record the advanced content ADVCT in 
this embodiment can be recoded in the network server 
NTSRV in advance. An application processing command API 
which is set in advance downloads advanced navigation data 
ADVNV onto a file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) or 
the persistent storage PRSTR. In this embodiment, a primary 
Video set player cannot directly playback a primary video set 
PRMVS from the network server NTSRV. The primary video 
set PRMVS is temporarily recorded on the persistent storage 
PRSTR, and data are played back via the persistent storage 
PRSTR (to be described later). A secondary video player 
SCDVP can directly play back secondary enhanced video 
object S-EVOB from the network server NTSRV using a 
streaming buffer. The persistent storage PRSTR shown in 
FIG. 7 will be described below. 

0379 <Persistent Storage/Data Categories on Persistent 
Storaged 
0380. There are two categories of Persistent Storage. One 

is called as “Required Persistent Storage'. This is a manda 
tory Persistent Storage device attached in a player. FLASH 
memory is typical device for this. The minimum capacity for 
Fixed Persistent Storage is 128 MB. Others are optional and 
called as “Additional Persistent Storage'. They may be 
removable storage devices, such as USB Memory/HDD or 
Memory Card. NAS (Network Attached Storage) is also one 
of possible Additional Persistent Storage device. Actual 
device implementation is not specified in this specification. 
They should pursuant API model for Persistent Storage. 
0381 Any Advanced Content files can exist on Persistent 
Storage. Advanced Navigation can copy any files on Data 
Sources to Persistent Storage or File Cache by using proper 
API(s). Secondary Video Player can read Secondary Video 
Set from Persistent Storage. 
0382 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0383. This embodiment defines two different types of per 
sistent storages PRSTRs. The first type is called a required 
persistent storage (or a fixed persistent storage as a mandatory 
persistent storage) PRSTR. The information recording and 
playback apparatus 1 (player) in this embodiment has the 
persistent storage PRSTR as a mandatory component. As a 
practical recording medium which is most popularly used as 
the fixed persistent storage PRSTR, this embodiment 
assumes a flash memory. This embodiment is premised on 
that the fixed persistent storage PRSTR has a capacity of 64 
MB or more. When the minimum required memory size of the 
persistent storage PRSTR is set, as described above, the play 
back stability of the advanced content ADVCT can be guar 
anteed independently of the detailed arrangement of the infor 
mation recording and playback apparatus 1. As shown in FIG. 
7, the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) is designated 
as the data source. The file cache FLCCH (data cache 
DTCCH) represents a cache memory having a relatively 
small capacity such as a DRAM, SRAM, or the like. The fixed 
persistent storage PRSTR in this embodiment incorporates a 
flash memory, and that memory itself is set not to be detached 
from the information playback apparatus. However, this 
embodiment is not limited to Such specific memory, and for 
example, a portable flash memory may be used in addition to 
the fixed persistent storage PRSTR. 
0384. The other type of the persistent storage PRSTR in 
this embodiment is called an additional persistent storage 
PRSTR. The additional persistent storage PRSTR may be a 
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removable storage device, and can be implemented by, e.g., a 
USB memory, portable HDD, memory card, or the like. 
0385. In this embodiment, the flash memory has been 
described as an example the fixed persistent storage PRSTR, 
and the USB memory, portable HDD, memory card, or the 
like has been described as the additional persistent storage 
PRSTR. However, this embodiment is not limited to such 
specific devices, and other recording media may be used. 
0386 This embodiment performs data I/O processing and 
the like for these persistent storages PRSTR using the data 
processing API (application interface). A file that records a 
specific advanced content ADVCT can be recorded in the 
persistent storage PRSTR. The advanced navigation data 
ADVNV can copy a file that records it from a data source to 
the persistent storage PRSTR or file cache FLCCH (data 
cache DTCCH). A primary video player PRMVP can directly 
read and present the primary video set PRMVS from the 
persistent storage PRSTR. The secondary video player 
SCDVP can directly read and present a secondary video set 
SCDVS from the persistent storage PRSTR. 
(0387 <Note about Presentation Objects> 
0388 Resource files in a disc, in Persistent Storage or in 
network need to be once stored in File Cache. 
(0389 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0390. In this embodiment, the advanced application 
ADAPL or an advanced Subtitle ADSBT recorded in the 
information storage medium DISC, the persistent storage 
PRSTR, or the network server NTSRV needs to be once 
stored in the file cache, and Such information then undergoes 
data processing. When the advanced application ADAPL or 
advanced subtitle ADSBT is once stored in the file cache 
FLCCH (data cache DTCCH), speeding up of the presenta 
tion processing and control processing can be guaranteed. 
0391 The primary video player PRMVP and secondary 
video player SDCVP as the playback processors shown in 
FIG. 7 will be described later. In short, the primary video 
player PRMVP includes a main video decoder MVDEC, 
main audio decoder MADEC, sub video decoder SVDEC, 
sub audio decoder SADEC, and sub-picture decoder SPDEC. 
As for the secondary video player SCDVP, the main audio 
decoder MADEC, sub video decoder SVDEC, and sub audio 
decoder SADEC are commonly used as those in the primary 
video player PRMVP. Also, an advanced element presenta 
tion engine AEPEN and advanced subtitle player ASBPL will 
also be described later. 
0392 <Primary Video SetD 
0393. There is only one Primary Video Set on Disc. It 
consists of IFO, one or more EVOB files and TMAP files with 
matching names. 
0394 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0395. In this embodiment, only one primary video set 
PRMVS exists in one information storage medium DISC. 
This primary video set PRMVS includes its management 
information, one or more enhanced video object files EVOB, 
and time map files TMAP, and uses a common filename for 
each pair. 
0396 <Primary Video SetD (Continued) 
0397 Primary Video Set is a container format of Primary 
Audio Video. The data structure of Primary Video Set is in 
conformity to Advanced VTS which consists of Video Title 
Set Information (VTSI), Time Map (TMAP) and Primary 
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Enhanced Video Object (P-EVOB). Primary Video Set shall 
be played back by the Primary Video Player. 
0398. More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0399. The primary video set PRMVS contains a format of 
a primary audio video PRMAV. The primary video set 
PRMVS consists of advanced video title set information 
ADVTSI, time maps TMAP, and primary enhanced video 
object P-EVOB, and the like. The primary video set PRMVS 
shall be played back by the primary video player PRMVP. 
(0400 Components of the primary video set PRMVS 
shown in FIG. 7 will be described below. 

04.01. In this embodiment, the primary video set PRMVS 
mainly means main video data recorded on the information 
storage medium DISC. The data type of this primary video set 
PRMVS consists of a primary audio video PRMAV, and a 
main video MANVD, main audio MANAD, and sub-picture 
SUBPT mean the same information as video information, 
audio information, and Sub-picture information of the con 
ventional DVD-Video and the standard content STDCT in 
this embodiment. The advanced content ADVCT in this 
embodiment can newly present a maximum of two frames at 
the same time. That is, a sub video SUBVD is defined as video 
information that can be played back simultaneously with the 
main video MANVD. Likewise, a sub audio SUBAD that can 
be output simultaneously with the main audio MANAD is 
newly defined. 
0402. In this embodiment, the following two different use 
methods of the sub audio SUBAD are available: 
0403. 1) A method of outputting audio information of the 
sub video SUBVD using the sub audio SUBAD when the 
main video MANVD and sub video SUBVD are presented at 
the same time; and 
0404 2) A method of outputting the sub audio SUBAD to 
be superimposed on the main audio MANAD as a comment 
of a director when only the main video MANVD is played 
back and presented on the screen and the main audio 
MANAD as audio information corresponding to video data of 
the main video MANVD is output and when, for example, the 
comment of the director is audibly output to be superposed. 
04.05 <Secondary Video SetD 
0406 Secondary Video Set is used for substitution of Main 
Video/Main Audio streams to the corresponding streams in 
Primary Video Set (Substitute Audio Video), substitution of 
Main Audio stream to the corresponding stream in Primary 
Video Set (Substitute Audio), or used for addition to/substi 
tution of Primary Video Set (Secondary Audio Video). Sec 
ondary Video Set may be recoded on a disc, recorded in 
Persistent Storage or delivered from a server. The file for 
Secondary Video Set is once stored in File Cache or Persistent 
Storage before playback, if the data is recorded on a disc, and 
it is possible to be played with Primary Video Set simulta 
neously. Secondary Video Set on a disc may be directly 
accessed in case that Primary Video Set is not played back 
(i.e. it is not supplied from a disc). On the other hand, if 
Secondary Video Set is located on a server, whole of this data 
should be once stored in File Cache or Persistent Storage and 
played back (“Complete downloading'), or a part of this data 
should be stored in Streaming Buffer sequentially and stored 
data in the buffer is played back without buffer overflow 
during downloading data from a server (“Streaming'). 
0407 
below. 

More intelligible explanations will be provided 
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0408. The secondary video set SCDVS is used as a sub 
stitution for the main audio MANAD in the primary video set 
PRMVS, and is also used as additional information or sub 
stitute information of the primary video set PRMVS. This 
embodiment is not limited to this. For example, the secondary 
video set SCDVS may be used as a substitution for a main 
audio MANAD of a substitute audio SBTAD or as an addition 
(Superimposed presentation) or Substitution for a secondary 
audio video SCDAV. In this embodiment, the content of the 
secondary video set SCDVS can be downloaded from the 
aforementioned network server NTSRV via the network, or 
can be recorded and used in the persistent storage PRSTR, or 
can be recorded in advance on the information storage 
medium DISC of the embodiment of the invention. If infor 
mation of the secondary video set SCDVS is recorded in the 
information storage medium DISC of the embodiment, the 
following mode is adopted. That is, the secondary video set 
file SCDVS is once stored in the file cache FLCCH (data 
cache DTCCH) or the persistent storage PRSTR, and is then 
played back from the file cache or persistent storage PRSTR. 
The information of the secondary video set SCDVS can be 
played back simultaneously with some data of the primary 
video set PRMVS. In this embodiment, the primary video set 
PRMVS recorded on the information storage medium DISC 
can be directly accessed and presented, but the secondary 
video set SCDVS recorded on the information storage 
medium DISC in this embodiment cannot be directly played 
back. In this embodiment, information in the primary video 
set PRMVS is recorded in the aforementioned persistent stor 
age PRSTR, and can be directly played back from the persis 
tent storage PRSTR. More specifically, when the secondary 
video set SCDVS is recorded on the network server NTSRV, 
whole of the secondary video set SCDVS are once stored in 
the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) or the persistent 
storage PRSTR, and are then played back. This embodiment 
is not limited to this. For example, a part of the secondary 
video set SCDVS recorded on the network server NTSRV is 
once stored in the streaming buffer within the range in which 
the streaming buffer does not overflow, as needed, and can be 
played back from there. 
04.09 <Secondary Video SetD (Continued) 
0410 Secondary Video Set can carry three types of Pre 
sentation Objects, Substitute Audio Video, Substitute Audio 
and Secondary Audio Video. Secondary Video Set may be 
provided from Disc, Network Server, Persistent Storage or 
File Cache in a player. The data structure of Secondary Video 
Set is a simplified and modified structure of Advanced VTS. 
It consists of Time Map (TMAP) with attribute information 
and Secondary Enhanced Video Object (S-EVOB). Second 
ary Video Set shall be played back by the Secondary Video 
Player. 
0411 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0412. The secondary video set SCDVS can carry three 
different types of presentation objects, i.e., a Substitute audio 
video SBTAV, a substitute audio SBTAD, and secondary 
audio video SCDAV. The secondary video set SCDVS may be 
provided from the information storage medium DISC, net 
work server NTSRV, persistent storage PRSTR, file cache 
FLCCH, or the like. The data structure of the secondary video 
set SCDVS is a simplified and partially modified structure of 
the advanced video title set ADVTS. The secondary video set 
SCDVS consists of time map TMAP and secondary enhanced 
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video object S-EVOB. The secondary video set SCDVS shall 
be played back by the secondary video player SCDVP. 
0413 Components of the secondary video set SCDVS 
shown in FIG. 7 will be described below. 
0414 Basically, the secondary video set SCDVS indicates 
data which is obtained by reading information from the per 
sistent storage PRSTR or via the network, i.e., from a location 
other than the information storage medium DISC in this 
embodiment, and presenting the read information by partially 
substituting for the primary video set PRMVS described 
above. That is, the main audio decoder MADEC shown in 
FIG. 7 is common to that of the primary video player PRMVP 
and the secondary video player SCDVP. When the content of 
the secondary video set SCDVS is to be played back using the 
main audio decoder MADEC in the secondary video player 
SCDVP, the sub audio SUBAD of the primary video set 
PRMVS is not played back by the primary video player 
PRMVP, and is output after it is substituted by data of the 
secondary video set SCDVS. The secondary video set 
SCDVS consists of three different types of objects, i.e., the 
substitute audio video SBTAV, substitute audio SBTAD, and 
secondary audio video SCDAV. A main audio MANAD in the 
substitute audio SBTAD is basically used when it substitutes 
for the main audio MANAD in the primary video set PRMVS. 
The substitute audio video SBTAV consists of the main video 
MANDV and the main audio MANAD. The Substitute audio 
SBTAD consists of one main audio stream MANAD. For 
example, when the main audio MANAD recorded in advance 
on the information storage medium DISC as the primary 
video set PRMVS records Japanese and English incorrespon 
dence with video information of the main video MANVD, the 
main audio MANAD can only present Japanese or English 
audio information upon presentation to the user. By contrast, 
this embodiment can attain as follows. That is, for a user who 
speaks Chinese as the native language, Chinese audio infor 
mation recorded in the network server NTSRV is downloaded 
via the network, and audio information upon playing back the 
main video MANVD of the primary video set PRMVS can be 
output instead of presenting the audio information in Japa 
nese or English while it is substituted by Chinese as the main 
audio MANAD of the secondary video set SCDVS. Also, the 
sub audio SUBAD of the secondary video set SCDVS can be 
used when audio information synchronized with the window 
of the sub video SUBVD of the secondary audio video 
SCDAV is to be presented upon presentation on two windows 
(e.g., when comment information of a director is simulta 
neously presented to be Superposed on the main audio 
MANAD which is output in synchronism with the main video 
MANVD of the primary video set PRMVS described above). 
0415 <Secondary Audio VideoD 
0416) Secondary Audio Video contains Zero or one Sub 
Video stream and Zero to eight Sub Audio streams. This is 
used for addition to Primary Video Set or substitution of Sub 
Video stream and Sub Audio stream in Primary Video Set. 
0417. More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0418. In this embodiment, the secondary audio video 
SCDAV contains Zero or one sub video SUBVD and Zero to 
eight sub audio SUBAD. In this embodiment, the secondary 
audio video SCDAV is used to be superimposed on (in addi 
tion to) the primary video set PRMVS. In this embodiment, 
the secondary audio video SCDAV can also be used as a 
Substitution for the Sub Video SUBVD and Sub audio SUBAD 
in the primary video set PRMVS. 
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0419 <Secondary Audio Video (Continued) 
0420 Secondary Audio Video replaces Sub Video and Sub 
Audio presentations of Primary Audio Video. It may consist 
of Sub Video stream with/without Sub Audio stream or Sub 
Audio stream only. While being played back one of presen 
tation stream in Secondary Audio Video, it is prohibited to be 
played Sub Video stream and Sub Audio stream in Primary 
Audio Video. The container format of Secondary Audio 
Video is Secondary Video Set. 
0421 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0422 The secondary audio video SCDAV replaces the sub 
video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the primary video 
set PRMVS. The secondary audio video SCDAV has the 
following cases. 
0423 1) Case of consisting of the video SUBAD stream 
only; 
0424. 2) Case of consisting both the sub video SUBVD 
and sub audio SUBAD: and 
0425 3) Case of consisting of the sub audio SUBAD only. 
0426. At the time of playing back a stream in the second 
ary audio video SCDAV, the sub video SUBVD and sub audio 
SUBAD in the primary audio video PRMAV cannot be 
played back. The secondary audio video SCDAV is included 
in the secondary video set SCDVS. 
0427 <Advanced Application> 
0428. An Advanced Application consists of one Manifest 

file, Markup file(s) (including content/styleftiming/layout 
information), Script file(s), Image file(s) (JPEG/PNG/MNG/ 
Capture Image Format), Effect Audio file(s) (LPCM wrapped 
by WAV), Font file(s) (OpenType) and others. A Manifest file 
gives information for display layout, an initial Markup file to 
be executed, Script file(s) and resources in the Advanced 
Application. 
0429 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0430. The advanced application ADAPL in FIG. 7 con 
sists of information such as a markup file MRKUP script file 
SCRPT, still picture IMAGE, effect audio file EFTAD, font 
file FONT, and others. As described above, these pieces of 
information of the advanced application ADAPL are used 
once they are stored in the file cache. Information related with 
downloading to the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) is 
recorded in a manifest file MNFST (to be described later). 
Also, information of the download timing and the like of the 
advanced application ADAPL is described in resource infor 
mation RESRCI in the playlist PLLST. In this embodiment, 
the manifest file MNFST also contains information related 
with loading of the markup file MRKUP information 
executed initially, information required upon loading infor 
mation recorded in the script file SCRPT onto the file cache 
FLCCH (data cache DTCCH), and the like. 
0431 <Advanced Application> (Continued) 
0432 Advanced Application provides three functions. 
The first is to control entire presentation behavior of 
Advanced Content. The next is to realize graphical presenta 
tion, such as menu buttons, over the video presentation. The 
last is to control effect audio playback. Advanced Navigation 
files of Advanced Application, such as Manifest, Script and 
Markup, define the behavior of Advanced Application. 
Advanced Element files are used for graphical and audio 
presentation. 
0433 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
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0434. The advanced application ADAPL provides the fol 
lowing three functions. 
0435 The first function is a control function (e.g., jump 
control between different frames) for presentation behavior 
of the advanced content ADVCT. The second function is a 
function of realizing graphical presentation of menu buttons 
and the like. The third function is an effect audio playback 
control function. An advanced navigation file ADVNV con 
tains a manifest MNFST, script file SCRPT, markup file 
MRKUP, and the like to implement the advanced application 
ADAPL. Information in an advanced element file ADVEL is 
related with a still picture IMAGE, font file FONT, and the 
like, and is used as presentation icons and presentation audio 
upon graphical presentation and audio presentation of the 
second function. 
0436 <Advanced Subtitle> 
0437. An advanced subtitle ADSBT is also used after it is 
stored in the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) as in the 
advanced application ADAPL. Information of the advanced 
subtitle ADSBT can be fetched from the information storage 
medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR, or via the net 
work. The advanced subtitle ADSBT in this embodiment 
basically contains a Substituted explanatory title or telop for a 
conventional video information or images such as picto 
graphic characters, still pictures, or the like. As for Substitu 
tion of the explanatory title, it is basically formed based on 
text other than the images, and can also be presented by 
changing the font file FONT. Such advanced subtitles 
ADSBT can be added by downloading them from the network 
server NTSRV. For example, a new explanatory title or a 
comment for a given video information can be output while 
playing back the main video MANVD in the primary video 
set PRMVS stored in the information storage medium DISC. 
As described above, the following use method is available. 
That is, when the sub-picture SUBPT stores only Japanese 
and English subtitles as, for example, the subtitles in the 
primary video set PRMVS, the user who speaks Chinese as 
the native language downloads a Chinese Subtitle as the 
advanced Subtitle ADSBT from the network server NTSRV 
via the network, and presents the downloaded subtitle. The 
data type in this case is set as the type of markup file MRK 
UPS for the advanced Subtitle ADSBT or font file FONT. 

0438 <Advanced Subtitle> (Continued) 
0439 Advanced Subtitle is used for subtitle synchronized 
with video, which may be substitution of the Sub-picture 
data. It consists of one Manifest file for Advanced Subtitle, 
Markup file(s) for Advanced Subtitle (including content/ 
style/timing/layout information), Font file(s) and Image file 
(s). The Markup file for Advanced Subtitle is a subset of 
Markup for Advanced Application. 
0440 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0441. In this embodiment, the advanced subtitle ADSBT 
can be used as a subtitle (explanatory title or the like) which 
is presented in synchronism with the main video MANVD of 
the primary video set PRMVS. The advanced subtitle 
ADSBT can also be used as simultaneous presentation (addi 
tional presentation processing) for the sub-picture SUBPT in 
the primary video set PRMVS or as a substitute for the sub 
picture SUBPT of the primary video set PRMVS. The 
advanced subtitle ADSBT consists of one manifest file 
MNFSTS for the advanced subtitle ADSBT, markup file(s) 
MRKUPS for the advanced subtitle ADSBT, font file(s) 
FONTS and image file(s) IMAGES. The markup file MRK 
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UPS for the advanced Subtitle ADSBT exists as a Subset of the 
markup file MRKUP of the advanced application ADAPL. 
0442 <Advanced Subtitle> (Continued) 
0443 Advanced Subtitle provides subtitling feature. 
Advanced Content has two means for subtitling. The one is by 
using with Sub-picture stream in Primary Audio Video as well 
as Sub-picture function of Standard Content. The other is by 
using with Advanced Subtitle. Both means shall not be used at 
the same time. Advanced Subtitle is a subset of Advanced 
Application. 
0444 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0445. The advanced content ADVCT has two means for a 
subtitle. 
0446. As the first mean, the subtitle is used as a sub-picture 
stream in the primary audio PRMAV as in the sub-picture 
function of the standard content STDCT. As the second mean, 
the subtitle is used as the advanced subtitle ADSBT. Both 
means shall not be used in both the purposes at the same time. 
The advanced subtitle ADSBT is a subset of the advanced 
application ADAPL. 
0447 <Advanced Streamid 
0448 Advanced Stream is a data format of package files 
containing one or more Advanced Content files except for 
Primary Video Set. Advanced Stream is multiplexed into 
Primary Enhanced Video Object Set (P-EVOBS) and deliv 
ered to File Cache with P-EVOBS data supplying to Primary 
Video Player. The same files which are multiplexed in 
P-EVOBS and are mandatory for Advanced Content play 
back, should be stored as files on Disc. These duplicated 
copies are necessary to guarantee Advanced Content play 
back. Because Advanced Stream Supply may not be finished, 
when Advanced Content playback is jumped. In this case, 
necessary files are directly copied by File Cache Manager 
from Disc to Data Cache before re-starting playback from 
specified jump timing. 
0449 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0450 An advanced stream is a data format of package files 
containing one or more advanced content files ADVCT 
except for the primary video set PRMVS. The advanced 
stream is recorded to be multiplexed in a primary enhanced 
video object set P-EVOBS, and is delivered to the file cache 
FLCCH (data cache DTCCH). This primary enhanced video 
object set P-EVOBS undergoes playback processing by the 
primary video player PRMVP. These files which are recorded 
to be multiplexed in the primary enhanced video object set 
P-EVOBS are mandatory for playback of the advanced con 
tent ADVCT, and should be stored on the information storage 
medium DISC of this embodiment to have a file structure. 
0451 <Advanced Navigation> 
0452. Advanced Navigation files shall be located as files 
or archived in package file. Advanced Navigation files are 
read and interpreted for Advanced Content playback. Playlist, 
which is Advanced Navigation file for startup, shall belocated 
on ADV OBJ directory. Advanced Navigation files may be 
multiplexed in P-EVOB or archived in package file which is 
multiplexed in P-EVOB. 
0453 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0454 Files related with the advanced navigation ADVNV 
are used in interrupt processing upon playback of the 
advanced content ADVCT. 
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0455 <Primary Audio VideoD 
0456 Primary Audio Video can provide several presenta 
tion streams, Main Video, Main Audio, Sub Video, Sub Audio 
and Sub-picture. A player can simultaneously play Sub Video 
and Sub Audio, in addition to Main Video and Main Audio. 
Primary Audio Video shall be exclusively provided from 
Disc. The container format of Primary Audio Video is Pri 
mary Video Set. Possible combination of video and audio 
presentation is limited by the condition between Primary 
Audio Video and other Presentation Object which is carried 
by Secondary Video Set. Primary Audio Video can also carry 
various kinds of data files which may be used by Advanced 
Application, Advanced Subtitle and others. The container 
stream for these files is called Advanced Stream. 
0457 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0458. The primary audio video PRMAV is composed of 
streams containing a main video MANVD, main audio 
MANAD, sub video SUBVD, sub audio SUBAD, and Sub 
picture SUBPT. The information playback apparatus can 
simultaneously play back the sub video SUBVD and sub 
audio SUBAD, in addition to the main video MANVD and 
main audio MANAD. The primary audio video PRMAV shall 
be recorded in the information storage medium DISC or the 
persistent storage PRSTR. The primary audio video PRMAV 
is included as a part of the primary video set PRMVS. Pos 
sible combination of video and audio presentation is limited 
by the condition between the primary audio video PRMAV 
and the secondary video set SDCVS. The primary audio 
video PRMAV can also carry various kinds of data files which 
may be used by the advanced application ADAPL, advanced 
subtitle ADSBT, and others. The stream contained in these 
files are called an advanced stream. 

0459 <Substitute Audio> 
0460 Substitute Audio replaces the Main Audio presenta 
tion of Primary Audio Video. It shall consist of Main Audio 
stream only. While being played Substitute Audio, it is pro 
hibited to be played back Main Audio in Primary Video Set. 
The container format of Substitute Audio is Secondary Video 
Set. If Secondary Video Set includes Substitute Audio Video, 
then Secondary Video Set can not contain Substitute Audio. 
0461) More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0462. The substitute audio SBTAD replaces the main 
audio MANAD presentation of the primary audio video 
PRMAV. This Substitute audio SBTAD shall consists of a 
main audio MANAD stream only. Wile being played the 
substitute audio SBTAD, it is prohibited to be played back the 
main audio MANAD in the primary video set PRMVS. The 
substitute audio SBTAD is contained in the secondary video 
Set SCDVS. 

0463 <Primary Enhanced Video Object (P-EVOB) for 
Advanced Content> 

0464) Primary Enhanced Video Object (P-EVOB) for 
Advanced Content is the data stream which carries presenta 
tion data of Primary Video Set. Primary Enhanced Video 
Object for Advanced Content is just referred as Primary 
Enhanced Video Object or P-EVOB. Primary Enhanced 
Video Object complies with Program Stream prescribed in 
“The system part of the MPEG-2 standard (ISO/IEC 13818 
1). Types of presentation data of Primary Video Set are Main 
Video, Main Audio, Sub Video, Sub Audio and Sub-picture. 
Advanced Stream is also multiplexed into P-EVOB. 
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0465 Possible pack types in P-EVOB are followings. 
0466 Navigation Pack (NV PCK) 
0467 Main Video Pack (VM PCK) 
0468 Main Audio Pack (AM PCK) 
0469 Sub Video Pack (VS PCK) 
0470. Sub Audio Pack (AS PCK) 
0471) Sub-picture Pack (SP PCK) 
0472. Advanced Pack (ADV PCK) 

0473. Time Map (TMAP) for Primary Video Set specifies 
entry points for each Primary Enhanced Video Object Unit 
(P-EVOBU). 
0474. Access Unit for Primary Video Set is based on 
access unit of Main Video as well as traditional Video Object 
(VOB) structure. The offset information for Sub Video and 
Sub Audio is given by Synchronous Information (SYNCI) as 
well as Main Audio and Sub-picture. 
0475 Advanced Stream is used for supplying various 
kinds of Advanced Content files to the File Cache without any 
interruption of Primary Video Set playback. The demux mod 
ule in the Primary Video Player distributes Advanced Stream 
Pack (ADV PCK) to the File Cache Manager in the Naviga 
tion Manager. 
0476 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0477. The primary enhanced video object P-EVOB for the 
advanced content ADVCT is the data stream which carries 
presentation data of the primary video set PRMVS. As the 
types of presentation data of the primary video set PRMVS, 
the main video MANVD, main audio MANAD, sub video 
SUBVD, sub audio SUBAD, and sub-picture SUBPT are 
included. In this embodiment, as packs included in the pri 
mary enhanced video object P-EVOB, a navigation pack 
NV PCK exists as in the existing DVD and the standard 
content STDCT, and an advanced stream pack that records the 
advanced stream exists. In this embodiment, offset informa 
tion to the Sub Video SUBVD and Sub audio SUBAD is 
recorded in synchronous information SYNCI as in the main 
audio MANAD and sub-picture SUBPT. 
0478 <File Structure> 
0479 FIG. 15 shows the file structure when various object 
streams shown in FIG. 7 are recorded on the information 
storage medium DISC. In this embodiment, as for the 
advanced content ADVCT, an advanced content directory 
ADVCT is allocated immediately under the root directory of 
the information storage medium DISC, and all files are 
recorded in that directory. A playlist file PLLST that records 
information related with playback exists under the advanced 
content directory ADVCT. Together with this file, an 
advanced application directory ADAPL that records informa 
tion related with the advanced application, a primary video 
set directory PRMVS that records information related with 
the primary video set, a secondary video set directory SCDVS 
that records information related with the secondary video set, 
and an advanced subtitle directory ADSBT that records infor 
mation related with the advanced subtitle are recorded. 
0480 Under the advanced application directory ADAPL, 
an advanced navigation directory ADVNV that records man 
agement information related with the advanced application, 
and an advanced element directory ADVEL that records 
information related with various advanced elements (object 
information and the like) use in the advanced application. The 
advanced navigation directory ADVNV includes a manifest 
file MNFST related with a manifest which records the rela 
tionship among various kinds of management information 
used in the advanced application and information lists 
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required for network downloading together, a markup file 
MRKUP which records markup data related with page lay 
outs and the like, a script file SCRPT which records script 
commands. The advanced element directory ADVEL 
includes a still picture file IMAGE which records still pic 
tures, an effect audio file EFTAD which records effect audio 
data, a font file FONT which records font information, and 
other file OTHER. 
0481 Under the primary video set directory PRMVS, a 
primary audio video directory PRMAV exists. This directory 
includes a video title set information file ADVTSI which 
records attribute information and management information 
related with the enhanced video objects of the primary audio 
video, a time map file PTMAP of the primary video set which 
records time map information used to convert time informa 
tion of the primary video set into address information, and a 
primary enhanced video object file P-EVOB which records 
the primary enhanced video objects. 
0482 Under the secondary video set directory SCDVS, a 
substitute audio directory SBTAD and secondary audio video 
directory SCDAV exist. Under the secondary audio video 
directory SCDAV, a time map file STMAP of the secondary 
Video set which records time map information used to convert 
time information of the secondary video set into address 
information, and a secondary enhanced video object file 
S-EVOB which records the secondary enhanced video 
objects exist. Under the substitute audio directory SBTAD as 
well, the time map file STMAP used to convert time infor 
mation of the secondary video set into address information, 
and the secondary enhanced video object file S-EVOB can be 
stored. 
0483 Under the advanced subtitle directory ADSBT, an 
advanced navigation directory ADVNV which records man 
agement information related with the advanced subtitle, and 
an advanced element directory ADVEL as element informa 
tion of the advanced subtitle exist. The advanced navigation 
directory ADVNV includes a manifest file MNFSTS of the 
advanced subtitle, and a markup file MRKUPS of the 
advanced Subtitle. The manifest file MNFSTS of the 
advanced Subtitle records the relationship among various 
kinds of management information related with the advanced 
Subtitle and information required for network downloading. 
The markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle records 
markup information used to designate the presentation posi 
tion of the advanced subtitle on the screen and the like. The 
advanced element directory ADVEL includes a font file 
FONTS of the advanced subtitle which records font informa 
tion of the advanced subtitle. 

0484 <Directories for Advanced Content> 
0485 “Directories for Advanced Content may exist only 
under the "ADV OBJ' directory. Any files of Advanced 
Navigation, Advanced Element and Secondary Video Set can 
reside at this directory. The name of this directory shall be 
consisting of character set defined in Files for Advanced 
Content below. The total number of “ADV OBJ' Sub-direc 
tories (excluding "ADV OBJ' directory) shall be less than 
512. Directory depth shall be equal or less than 8 from ADV 
OBJ” directory. 
0486 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0487. The name of the advanced content directory 
ADVCT and directories and filenames included in this direc 
tory are described using d-characters or d1-characters. Sub 
directories exist under the advanced content directory 
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ADVCT. The depth of layers of the sub-directories is eight 
layers or less, and the total number of sub-directories shall be 
less than 512 in this embodiment. If the directories are too 
deep, or if the total number of sub-directories is too large, 
accessibility drops. Therefore, in this embodiment, high 
speed access is assured by limiting the number of layers and 
that of directories. 

0488 <Files for Advanced Content> 
0489. The total number of files under the “ADV OBJ' 
directory shall be limited to 512x2047, and the total number 
of files in each directory shall be less than 2048. Character 
code set “A to Zato Z 0 to 9 SPS & ()+,-.; = (a) '(20h, 
21 h, 24 h to 29 h, 2 Bh to 2 Eh, 30 h to 39 h, 3 Bh, 3 Dh, 40 
h to 5 Ah, 5 Fh, 61 h to 7 Ah in ISO 8859-1) are used for 
filename. The length of the filename shall be equal to or less 
than 255 characters. For use of the filename, following rule 
shall be applied. 

0490 A disc may have characters in both upper case and 
lower case. 

0491. A disc must not have the same filename where 
only the difference case character. (e.g. test.jpg and 
TEST.JPG must not co-exist in a disc) 

0492 Filename referred in XML/Script document shall 
match the filename for Advanced Element in a disc/ 
Persistent Storage/network. <case-sensitive (e.g. test. 
jpg is not linked to TEST.JPG) 

0493 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0494. The total number of files that can be recorded under 
the advanced content directory ADVCT shall be limited to be 
512x2047, and the total number of files that can be recorded 
in each directory is shall be less than 2048. The filename 
adopts a structure in which a dot “” is allocated after each 
filename, and an extension is allocated after the dot “...'. The 
advanced content directory ADVCT is recorded directly 
under the root directory of the information storage medium, 
and the playlist file PLLST is recorded directly under this 
advanced content directory ADVCT. 
0495 <Playlist> 
0496 A Playlist file shall reside under "ADV OBJ' direc 
tory with having the filename “VPLST%%%.XPL” for a 
player which connects with a display device, or the filename 
“APLST&&&.XPL for a player which doesn't connect with 
a display device, in case of Category 2 disc and Category 3 
disc. If the Playlist file is necessary to be read in the startup 
sequence, the Playlist file shall reside directly under "ADV 
OBJ' directory (its sub-directories are not included), and 
“%%% and “&&&” are described by the value “000” to 
“999. In this case, the Playlist file which has the maximum 
number shall be read initially in the startup sequence. 
0497 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0498. A plurality of playlist files PLLST can be recorded 
on the information storage medium DISC. As the playlist file 
PLLST, two different types of playlist files PLLST can be set. 
The filename of a playlist file PLLST which is directly 
accessed by the information playback apparatus upon play 
back is set to be “VPLIST%%%.XML, and that of a playlist 
file PLLST which is not directly accessed by the information 
playback apparatus is set to be “APLIST&&&.XML’. Note 
that “.6%% and &&& store numerals ranging from 000 to 
999. 
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0499 <Filename for Advanced Video Title Set (Advanced 
VTS)> 
0500. The filename for Video Title Set Information shall 
be HVAOOOO1VTI. 
0501) The filename for Enhanced Video Object shall have 
extension of “EVO’. 
0502. The filename of Time MapInformation for Contigu 
ous Block shall have same body in filename as that of a 
corresponding EVOB, with extension of “MAP. 
0503. The filename of Time Map Information for Inter 
leaved Block shall have same body in filename as that of 
corresponding EVOBs, with extension of “MAP. 
0504 The filename of Time MapInformation for Standard 
VTS referred in Advanced Content shall be “HVSO(a)(a)(a)(a). 
MAP’. 

(0505 “(a)(a)(a)(a) shall be four characters of “0001 to 
“1998 which are same number as EVOB index number 
assigned to each EVOBI and TMAP. 

0506 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0507. The advanced video title set information file 
ADVTSI shown in FIG. 15 shall have a filename of 
“HVAO0001.VTI”. The extension of the filename of the pri 
mary enhanced video object file P-EVOB and that of the 
secondary enhanced video object file S-EVOB shall be 
"EVO". The extension of the filename of the time map file 
PTMAP of the primary video set and that of the time map file 
STMAP of the secondary video set shall be “MAP. 
0508. The number of files of the primary video set time 
map files PTMAP and secondary video set time map files 
STMAP shall be limited to 999 or fewer. By specifying the 
number of time map files, speeding up of access control to the 
enhanced object EVOB is guaranteed. 
0509 FIGS. 6A, 6B, and 6C show the data structure of an 
advanced content and explanations of effects and the like. 
0510 <Advanced Content> 
0511 Advanced Content realizes more interactivity in 
addition to the extension of audio and video realized by 
Standard Content. Advanced Content consists of followings. 

0512 Playlist 
0513 Primary Video Set 
0514 Secondary Video Set 
0515 Advanced Application 
0516 Advanced Subtitle 

0517 Playlist gives playback information among presen 
tation objects as shown in FIG. 6A. For instance, to play back 
Primary Video Set, a player reads a TMAP file by using URI 
described in the Playlist, interprets an EVOBI referred by the 
TMAP and access appropriate P-EVOB defined in the 
EVOBI. To present Advanced Application, a player reads a 
Manifest file by using URI described in the Playlist, and starts 
to present an initial Markup file described in the Manifest file 
after storing resource elements (including the initial file). 
0518 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0519 In this embodiment, there is provided the advanced 
content ADVCT which further extends the audio and video 
expression format implemented by the standard content 
STDCT and realizes interactivity. The advanced content 
ADVCT consists of the playlist PLLST, the primary video set 
PRMVS, secondary video set SCDVS, advanced application 
ADAPL, and advanced subtitle ADSBT shown in FIG. 7. The 
playlist PLLST shown in FIG. 6A records information related 
with the playback methods of various kinds of object infor 
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mation, and these pieces of information are recorded as one 
playlist file PLLST under the advanced content directory 
ADVCT, as shown in FIG. 15. 
0520 <Playlistd (Again) 
0521. A Playlist file is described by XML and one or more 
Playlist file are located on a disc. A player interprets initially 
a Playlist file to playback Advanced Content. The Playlist file 
consists of following information. 

0522. Object Mapping Information 
0523 Track Number Assignment Information 
0524 Track Navigation Information 
0525 Resource Information 
0526 Playback Sequence Information 
0527 System Configuration Information 
0528 Scheduled Control Information 

0529 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0530. The playlist PLLST or the playlist file PLLST which 
records the playlist PLLST is described using XML, and one 
or more playlist files PLLST are recorded in the information 
storage medium DISC. In the information storage medium 
DISC which records the advanced content ADVCT that 
belongs to category 2 or category 3 in this embodiment, the 
information playback apparatus searches for the playlist file 
PLLST immediately after insertion of the information storage 
medium DISC. In this embodiment, the playlist file PLLST 
includes the following information. 
0531. 1) Object Mapping Information OBMAPI 
0532. Object mapping information OBMAPI is set as 
playback information related with objects such as the primary 
video set PRMVS, secondary video set SCDVS, advanced 
application ADAPL, advanced subtitle ADSBT, and the like. 
In this embodiment, the playback timing of each object data is 
described in the form of mapping on a title timeline to be 
described later. In the object mapping information OBMAPI, 
the locations of the primary video set PRMVS and secondary 
video set SCDVS are designated with reference to a location 
(directory or URL) where their time map file PTMAP or time 
map file STMAP exists. In the object mapping information 
OBMAPI, the advanced application ADAPL and advanced 
subtitle ADSBT are determined by designating the manifest 
file MNFST corresponding to these objects or its location 
(directory or URL). 
0533. 2) Track Number Assignment Information 
0534. This embodimentallows to have a plurality of audio 
streams and sub-picture streams. On the playlist PLLST. 
information indicating what number of stream data is to be 
presented is described. The information indicating what num 
ber of stream is used is described as a track number. As the 
track number to be described, video track numbers for video 
streams, Sub Video track numbers for Sub Video streams, 
audio track numbers for audio streams, Sub audio track num 
bers for sub audio streams, subtitle track numbers for subtitle 
streams, and application track numbers for application 
Streams are Set. 

0535, 3) Track Navigation Information TRNAVI 
0536 Track navigation information TRNAVI describes 
related information for the assigned track numbers, and 
records attribute information for respective track numbers as 
lists for the sake of convenience for user's selection. For 
example, language codes and the like are recorded in the 
navigation information for respective track numbers: track 
No. 1 Japanese; track No. 2 =English; track No. 3-Chinese: 
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and so forth. By utilizing the track navigation information 
TRNAVI, the user can immediately determine a favorite lan 
gllage. 
0537 4) Resource Information RESRCI 
0538 Resource information RESRCI indicates timing 
information such as a time limit of transfer of a resource file 
into the file cache and the like. This resource information also 
describes reference timings of resource files and the like in the 
advanced application ADAPL. 
0539 5) Playback Sequence Information PLSQI 
0540 Playback sequence information PLSQI describes 
information, which allows the user to easily execute jump 
processing to a given chapter position, Such as chapter infor 
mation in a single title and the like. This playback sequence 
information PLSQI is presented as a time designation point 
on a title timeline TMLE. 
0541 6) System Configuration Information 
0542 System configuration information records structural 
information required to constitute a system Such as a stream 
buffer size that represents the data size required upon storing 
data in the file cache via the Internet, and the like. 
(0543. 7) Scheduled Control Information SCHECI 
0544 Scheduled control information SCHECI records 
schedule indicating pause positions (timings) and event start 
ing positions (timings) on the title timeline TMLE. 
(0545 <Data Reference from Playlist> 
0546 FIG. 6A shows the data reference method to respec 

tive objects by the playlist PLLST. For example, when spe 
cific primary enhanced object P-EVOB is to be played back 
on the playlist PLLST, that primary enhanced object P-EVOB 
shall be accessed after enhanced video object information 
EVOBI which records its attribute information is referred to. 
The playlist PLLST specifies the playback range of the pri 
mary enhanced object P-EVOB as time information on the 
timeline. For this reason, the time map information PTMAP 
of the primary video set shall be referred to first as a tool used 
to convert the designated time information into the address 
position on the information storage medium DISC. Likewise, 
the playback range of secondary enhanced video object 
S-EVOB is also described as time information on the playlist 
PLLST. In order to search the data source of the secondary 
enhanced video object S-EVOB on the information storage 
medium DISC within that range, the time map information 
STMAP of the secondary video set SCDVS is referred to first. 
Data of the advanced application ADAPL shall be stored on 
the file cache before they are used by the information play 
back apparatus, as shown in FIG. 7. For this reason, in order 
to use various data of the advanced application ADAPL, the 
manifest file MNFST shall be referred to from the playlist 
PLLST to transfer various resource files described in the 
manifest file MNFST (the storage locations and resource 
filenames of the resource files are also described in the mani 
fest file MNFST) onto the file cache FLCCH (data cache 
DTCCH). Similarly, in order to user various data of the 
advanced subtitle ADSBT, they shall be stored on the file 
cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) in advance. By utilizing 
the manifest file MNFSTS of the advanced subtitle ADSBT, 
data transfer to the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) 
can be made. Based on the markup file MRKUPS in the 
advanced subtitle ADSBT, the representation position and 
timing of the advanced subtitle ADSBT on the screen can be 
detected, and the font file FONTS in the advanced subtitle 
ADSBT can be utilized when the advanced Subtitle ADSBT 
information is presented on the screen. 
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(0547 <Reference to Time Map> 
(0548. In order to present the primary video set PRMVS, 
the time map information PTMAP shall be referred to and 
access processing to primary enhanced video object P-EVOB 
defined by the enhanced video object information EVOBI 
shall be executed. 

0549 <Network Route> 
0550 FIG. 1 shows an example of the network route from 
the network server NTSRV to the information recording and 
playback apparatus 1, which goes through the router 11 in the 
home via the optical cable 12 to attain data connection via a 
wireless LAN in the home. However, this embodiment is not 
limited to this. For example, this embodiment may have 
another network route. FIG. 1 illustrates a personal computer 
as the information recording and playback apparatus 1. How 
ever, this embodiment is not limited to this. For example, a 
single home recorder or a single home player may be set as the 
information recording and playback apparatus. Also, data 
may be directly displayed on the monitor by a wire without 
using the wireless LAN. 
0551. In this embodiment, the network server NTSRV 
shown in FIG. 1 stores information of the secondary video set 
SCDVS, advanced application ADAPL, and advanced sub 
title ADSBT shown in FIG. 7 in advance, and these pieces of 
information can be delivered to the home via the optical cable 
12. Various data sent via the optical cable 12 are transferred to 
the information recording and playback apparatus 1 in the 
form of wireless data 17 via the router 11 in the home. The 
router 11 comprises the wireless LAN controller 7-2, data 
manager 9, and network controller 8. The network controller 
8 controls data updating processing with the network server 
NTSRV, and the wireless LAN controller 7-2 transfers data to 
the home wireless LAN. The data manager 9 controls such 
data transfer processing. Data of various contents of the sec 
ondary video set SCDVS, advanced application ADAPL, and 
advanced subtitle ADSBT, which are sent to be multiplexed 
on the wireless data 17 from the router 11, are received by the 
wireless LAN controller 7-1, and are then sent to the 
advanced content playback unit ADVPL, and some data are 
Stored in the data cache DTCCH shown in FIG. 13. The 
information playback apparatus of this embodiment incorpo 
rates the advanced content playback unit ADVPL which plays 
back the advanced content ADVCT, the standard content 
playback unit STDPL which plays back the standard content 
STDCT, and the recording and playback processor 4 which 
performs video recording on the recordable information stor 
age medium DISC or the hard disk device 6 and can playback 
data from there. These playback units and the recording and 
playback processor 4 are organically controlled by the main 
CPU 5. As shown in FIG. 1, information is played back or 
recorded from or on the information storage medium DISC in 
the information recording and playback unit 2. In this 
embodiment, media to be played back by the advanced con 
tent playback unit ADVPL are premised on playback of infor 
mation from the information recording and playback unit 2 or 
the persistent storage drive (fixed or portable flash memory 
drive) 3. In this embodiment, as described above, data 
recorded on the network server NTSRV can also be played 
back. In this case, as described above, data saved in the 
network server NTSRV go through the optical cable 12, go 
through the wireless LAN controller 7-2 in the router 11 
under the network control in the router 11 to be transferred in 
the form of wireless data 17, and are then transferred to the 
advanced content playback unit ADVPL via the wireless 
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LAN controller 7-1. Video information to be played back by 
the advanced content playback unit ADVPL can be displayed 
on the wide-screen TV monitor 15 from the wireless LAN 
controller 7-1 in the form of wireless data 18 when it can be 
displayed on the display 13 or when a user request of presen 
tation on a wider screen is detected. The wide-screen TV 
monitor 15 incorporates the video processor 24, video display 
unit 21, and wireless LAN controller 7-3. The wireless data 
18 is received by the wireless LAN controller 7-3, then under 
goes video processing by the video processor 24, and is 
displayed on the wide-screen TV monitor 15 via the video 
display unit 21. At the same time, audio data is output via the 
loudspeakers 16-1 and 16-2. The user can make operations on 
a window (menu window or the like) displayed on the display 
13 using the keyboard 14. 
0552) <Internal Structure of Advanced Content Playback 
United 
0553. The internal structure of the advanced content play 
back unit ADVPL in the system explanatory diagram shown 
in FIG. 1 will be described below with reference to FIG. 13. 
In this embodiment, the advanced content playback unit 
ADVPL comprises the following five logical functional mod 
ules. 
0554 <Data Access Managerd 
0555 Data Access Manager is responsible to exchange 
various kind of data among data sources and internal modules 
of Advanced Content Player. 
0556. More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0557. A data access manager DAMNG is used to manage 
data exchange between the external data source where the 
advanced content ADVCT is recorded, and modules in the 
advanced content playback unit ADVPL. In this embodiment, 
as the data source of the advanced content ADVCT, the per 
sistent storage PRSTR, network server NTSRV, and informa 
tion storage medium DISC are premised, and the data access 
manager DAMNG exchanges information from them. Vari 
ous kinds of information of the advanced content ADVCT are 
exchanged with a navigation manager NVMNG (to be 
described later), the data cache DTCCH, and a presentation 
engine PRSEN via the data access manager DAMNG. 
0558 <Data Cached 
0559 Data Cache is temporal data storage for Advanced 
Content playback. 
0560 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0561. The data cache DTCCH is used as a temporal data 
storage (temporary data save location) in the advanced con 
tent playback unit ADVPL. 
0562 <Navigation Managers 
0563 Navigation Manager is responsible to control all 
functional modules of Advanced Content player in accor 
dance with descriptions in Advanced Application. Navigation 
Manager is also responsible to control user interface devices, 
such as remote controller or front panel of a player. Received 
user interface device events are handled in Navigation Man 
ager. 
0564) More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0565. The navigation manager NVMNG controls all func 
tional modules of the advanced content playback unit 
ADVPL in accordance with the description contents of the 
advanced application ADAPL. This navigation manager 
NVMNG also makes control in response to a user operation 
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UOPE. The user operation UOPE is generated based onkey in 
on a front panel of the information playback apparatus, that 
on a remote controller, and the like. Information received 
from the user operation UOPE generated in this way is pro 
cessed by the navigation manager NVMNG. 
0566) <Presentation Engine> 
0567 Presentation Engine is responsible for playback of 
presentation materials, such as Advanced Element of 
Advanced Application, Advanced Subtitle, Primary Video 
Set and Secondary Video set. 
0568. The presentation engine PRSEN performs presen 
tation playback of the advanced content ADVCT. 
0569 <AV Rendererd 
0570 AV Renderer is responsible to composite video 
inputs and mix audio inputs from other modules and output to 
external devices Such as speakers and display. 
(0571 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
(0572 An AV renderer AVRND executes composition pro 
cessing of video information and audio information input 
from other modules, and externally outputs composite infor 
mation to the loudspeakers 16-1 and 16-2, the wide-screen 
TV monitor 15, and the like. The audio information used in 
this case may be either independent stream information or 
audio information obtained by mixing the sub audio SUBAD 
and main audio MANAD. 
0573 <Implementation of Automatic Updating of Object 
Information, etc. 
0574) A practical example of new effects obtained as a 
result of the technical devices according to this embodiment, 
which have been described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, will 
be described below with reference to FIGS 3A and 3B. As a 
method of exhibiting a new effect 5.1) "Automatic updating 
of object information and intra-disc management informa 
tion of 5 “Provide information update function on disc 
using network.” in this embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 3A 
and 3B, the commercial 44 as commercial information, the 
independent window 32 for a commercial, the telop commer 
cial 43, and the preview 41 can always be supplied to the user 
as the latest video information. This point is a large technical 
feature in this embodiment. 
0575. By always changing the preview 41 to the latest 
information, the preview of the movie can be timely con 
ducted to the users so as to create an opportunity to call them 
to a movie theater. In this embodiment, since the commercials 
(commercial 44, independent window 32 for a commercial, 
and telop commercial 43) are presented to be linked with 
playback of the main title 31, sponsor charges are collected 
from commercial sponsors like in normal TV broadcasting, 
thus holding down the sales prices of the information storage 
media to the users. The concept of insertion of commercials 
into video information has been popularly proposed conven 
tionally. In this embodiment, the latest commercial informa 
tion is read from the network server NTSRV and the latest 
commercial information is presented to be linked with show 
ing of the main title 31 recorded on the information storage 
medium DISC. This point is a large technical feature in this 
embodiment. The latest preview 41 and commercial informa 
tion are sequentially updated and saved in the network server 
NTSRV shown in FIG.1, and are downloaded via the network 
in synchronism with the playback timing of the main title 31 
recorded in the information storage medium DISC. The rela 
tionship between respective objects shown in FIGS. 3A and 
3B and those shown in FIG. 7 will be described below. 
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0576. In FIGS. 3A and 3B, the main title31 includes the 
main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of the primary 
audio video PRMAV in the primary video set PRMVS. The 
preview 41, commercial 44, and independent window 32 for 
a commercial are also recorded as the Sub Video SUBVD and 
sub audio SUBAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in the 
primary video set PRMVS in the information storage medium 
DISC. However, when a specific period of time has elapsed 
after creation of the information storage medium DISC, these 
pieces of information become too old to be presented. In such 
case, these pieces of information are substituted by the sub 
video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of the secondary audio 
video SCDAV in the secondary video set SCDVS saved in the 
network server NTSRV, and are presented as the commercial 
44 or the independent window 32 for a commercial. In this 
embodiment, the commercial 44 which is recorded in 
advance on the information storage medium DISC can be 
recorded as the main video MANVD and main audio 
MANAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in the primary 
video set PRMVS as another embodiment. Likewise, when 
information of the preview 41 is recorded in the information 
storage medium DISC, it is recorded in the sub video SUBVD 
and sub audio SUBAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in 
the primary video set PRMVS or in the main video MANVD 
and main audio MANAD of the primary audio video PRMAV. 
When a specific period of time has elapsed after creation of 
the information storage medium DISC upon playback, that 
information is downloaded from the network server NTSRV 
as information of the sub video SUBVD and sub audio 
SUBAD in the secondary audio video SCDAV in the second 
ary video set SCDVS, and the downloaded information is 
presented. In this way, according to this embodiment, the 
commercial 44, information of the independent window 32 
for a commercial or telop commercial 43, and the preview 41 
can always be presented to the user as the latest ones, thus 
improving the PR effects. 
0577 <Detailed Playback Method of Video Content> 
0578 Presentation examples of the video content in this 
embodiment will be described in detail below with reference 
to (a), (b), and (c) of FIGS. 3A and 3B. 
0579. In (a) of FIG. 3A, when the information storage 
medium DISC is inserted into the information recording and 
playback apparatus 1, the necessity explanatory video infor 
mation 42 of detailed navigation is presented first. If the user 
does not feel the necessity of detailed navigation, he or she 
ignores it. However, if the user wants to see an explanation of 
the method of playing back the advanced content ADVCT on 
this information storage medium DISC, he or she inputs 
necessity of detailed navigation to present directions of use of 
detailed navigation (not shown). In case of (c) in FIG. 3B. 
how to use a help key (to be described later) is explained in the 
necessity explanatory video information 42 of detailed navi 
gation, and a help icon is presented all the time. As a result, the 
user can designate the help icon when needed to ask for an 
explanation of the use method. 
0580. In (a) of FIG. 3A, the aforementioned commercial 
44 is inserted in the middle of presentation of the main title31 
like in the broadcast TV screen, and the presentation method 
and timing of the commercial 44 are the same as those of 
commercials normally presented on broadcast reception TVs. 
In (a) of FIG. 3A, the preview 41 of a forthcoming movie of 
the content provider of the information storage medium DISC 
is presented after completion of presentation of the main title 
31. 
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0581. In (b) of FIG. 3B, the latest commercial 43 is pre 
sented to be superimposed on presentation of the main title31 
in the form of a telop. As a method of always updating the 
presentation information of the telop commercial 43 to the 
latest information, this embodiment utilizes the advanced 
subtitle ADSBT with the aid of network downloading. This 
point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. That is, 
at an early timing, the telop commercial 43 is presented in the 
form of a telop (running text information) in the Sub-picture 
SUBPT of the primary audio video PRMAV in the primary 
video set PRMVS. When a specific period of time has elapsed 
after the manufacture of the information storage medium 
DISC, since the latest information of the telop commercial 43 
is recorded as the advanced subtitle ADSBT in the network 
server NTSRV, it is downloaded via the network and is pre 
sented as the telop commercial 43. 
0582. A video content presentation example in (c) of FIG. 
3B will be explained below. In (c) of FIG.3B, the preview 41 
of a movie to be screened in a movie theater is presented 
immediately after the necessity explanatory video informa 
tion 42 of detailed navigation, and the main title 31 is pre 
sented after presentation of the preview 41. In this case, the 
independent window 32 for a different commercial is pre 
sented in addition to the main title 31, and the help icon 33 is 
presented at the same time. In this embodiment, the contents 
of the maintitle31 are recorded inadvance in the information 
storage medium DISC as the main video MANVD and main 
audio MANAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in the 
primary video set PRMVS. The independent window 32 for a 
different commercial is recorded as the sub video SUBVD 
and sub audio SUBAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in 
the primary video set PRMVS in the information storage 
medium DISC. This information is presented to the user at an 
early timing. When a specific period of time has elapsed after 
the manufacture of the information storage medium DISC, 
the independent window 32 for a different commercial can 
present an updated video information in this embodiment. As 
this method, information of the independent window 32 for 
the latest commercial is saved in the network server NTSRV 
as the Sub Video SUBVD and Sub audio SUBAD of the 
secondary audio video SCDAV in the secondary video set 
SCDAV, and is downloaded as needed via the network, thus 
presenting the latest information to the user. In the embodi 
ment in (c) of FIG. 3B, the help icon 33 includes the still 
picture file IMAGE and script file SCRPT of the advanced 
application ADAPL. 
0583 <Practical Example of Presentation Windowd 
0584 FIG. 4 shows an example of the presentation win 
dow at point C. when the main title 31, the independent win 
dow 32 for a commercial, and the help icon 33 are displayed 
at the same time in (c) of FIG. 3B. 
0585. The main title31 is presented on the upper left area 
in FIG. 4, the independent window 32 for a commercial is 
presented on the upper right area, and the help icon 33 is 
presented on the lower area. New effects as a result of the 
technical devices according to this embodiment shown in the 
window of FIG. 4 and FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C will be described 
below. 

0586. As for 1 “Make flexible and impressive reactions in 
response to user's actions as the new effect obtained as a 
result of the technical devices according to this embodiment 
described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, a flexible and impres 
sive window close to a homepage on the Internet can be 
created in this embodiment. The help icon 33 in FIG. 4 cor 
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responds to 1.4)“PC-like help' and 1.5) “How to use guide of 
menu, etc. as the practical new effects of this embodiment. 
Picture data of the help icon 33 on this window exists as the 
still picture file IMAGE of the advanced application ADAPL, 
and its information is stored in the advanced element direc 
tory ADVEL in the advanced application directory ADAPL 
under the advanced content directory ADVCT in the infor 
mation storage medium DISC shown in FIG. 15. When the 
user clicks the help icon 33, a help compatible picture begins 
to move. Command processing related with Such movement 
is recorded in the script file SCRPT in the advanced applica 
tion ADAPL, i.e., it is stored in the script file SCRPT under 
the advanced navigation directory ADVNV in the advanced 
application directory ADAPL under the advanced content 
directory ADVCT in FIG. 15. Information used to designate 
the still picture of the help icon 33 and an area defined by the 
script file is recorded in the markup file MRKUP shown in 
FIG. 15, and associating information (related information 
required to download data) among these pieces of informa 
tion is recorded in the manifest file MNFST. A plurality of 
pieces of information Such as the stop button 34, play button 
35, FR (fast-rewinding) button 36, pause button 37, FF (fast 
forwarding) button 38, and the like shown in FIG. 4 are 
categorized as the advanced application ADAPL. Still pic 
tures corresponding to these icons are stored in the still pic 
ture file IMAGE in FIG. 15, execution commands upon des 
ignation of each of these buttons are recorded in the script file 
in FIG. 15, and their area designations are recorded in the 
markup file MRKUP. 
0587. The window in FIG. 4 which corresponds to 3.1) 
“Simultaneously present a plurality of pieces of video infor 
mation by means of multi-windows' and 3.4) “Simulta 
neously present Scrolling text to be Superimposed on video 
information of 3 “Simultaneously present independent 
information to be Superimposed on video information during 
playback” of the new effects as a result of the technical 
devices according to this embodiment shown in FIGS. 2A, 
2B, and 2C will be described below. 
0588. In the existing DVD, only one type of video infor 
mation can be displayed on one window. By contrast, in this 
embodiment, the sub video SUBVD and Sub audio SUBAD 
can be presented simultaneously with the main video 
MANVD and main audio MANAD. More specifically, the 
main title 31 in FIG. 4 corresponds to the main video 
MANVD and main audio MANAD in the primary video set 
PRMVS, and the independent window 32 for a commercial 
on the right side corresponds to the sub video SUBVD and 
sub audio SUBAD, so that the two windows can be displayed 
at the same time. Furthermore, in this embodiment, the inde 
pendent window 32 for a commercial on the right side in FIG. 
4 can be presented by substituting it by the sub video SUBVD 
and sub audio SUBAD in the secondary video set SCDVS. 
This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. 
That is, the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the 
primary audio video of the primary video set PRMVS are 
recorded in advance in the information storage medium 
DISC, and the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in 
the secondary video set SCDVS to be updated are recorded in 
the network server NTSRV. Immediately after creation of the 
information storage medium DISC, the independent window 
32 for a commercial recorded in advance in the information 
storage medium DISC is presented. When a specific period of 
time has elapsed after creation of the information storage 
medium DISC, the sub video SUBVD and Sub audio SUBAD 
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in the secondary video set SCDVS recorded in the network 
server NTSRV are downloaded via the network and are pre 
sented to update the independent window 32 for a commercial 
to the latest video information. In this manner, the indepen 
dent window 32 for the latest commercial can always be 
presented to the user, thus improving the commercial effect of 
a sponsor. Therefore, by collecting a large amount of com 
mercial charge from the sponsor, the price of the information 
storage medium DISC to be sold can be hold down, thus 
promoting prevalence of the information storage medium 
DISC in this embodiment. In addition, a telop text message 39 
shown in FIG. 4 can be presented to be superimposed on the 
main title31. As the telop text message, the latest information 
Such as news, weather forecast, and the like is saved on the 
network server NTSRV in the form of the advanced subtitle 
ADSBT, and is presented while being downloaded via the 
network as needed, thus greatly improving the user's conve 
nience. Note that text font information of the telop text mes 
sage at that time can be stored in the font file FONTS in the 
advanced element directory ADVEL in the advanced subtitle 
directory ADSBT, as shown in FIG. 15. Information about the 
size and presentation position on the main title31 of this telop 
text message 39 can be recorded in the markup file MRKUPS 
of the advanced subtitle ADSBT in the advanced navigation 
directory ADVNV under the advanced subtitle directory 
ADSBT in FIG. 15. 

0589 <Overview of Information in Playlist> 
0590 An overview of information in the playlist PLLST in 
this embodiment will be described below with reference to 
FIG. 14. The playlist PLLST in this embodiment is recorded 
in the playlist file PLLST located immediately under the 
advanced content directory ADVCT in the information stor 
age medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR, as shown in 
FIG. 15, and records management information related with 
playback of the advanced content ADVCT. The playlist 
PLLST records information such as playback sequence infor 
mation PLSQI, object mapping information OBMAPI, 
resource information RESRCI, and the like. The playback 
sequence information PLSQI records information of each 
title in the advanced content ADVCT present in the informa 
tion storage medium DISC, persistent storage PRSTR, or 
network server NTSRV, and division position information of 
chapters that divide video information in the title. The object 
mapping information OBMAPI manages the presentation 
timings and positions on the screen of respective objects of 
each title. Each title is set with a title timeline TMLE, and the 
presentation start and end timings of each object can be set 
using time information on that title timeline TMLE. The 
resource information RESRCI records information of the 
prior storage timing of each object information to be stored in 
the data cache DTCCH (file cache FLCCH) before it is pre 
sented on the screen for each title. For example, the resource 
information RESRCI records information such as a loading 
start time LDSTTM for starting loading onto the data cache 
DTCCH (file cache FLCCH), a use valid period VALPRD in 
the data cache DTCCH (file cache FLCCH), and the like. 
0591 <Presentation Control Based on Title Timeline> 
0592. As shown in FIG. 14, management information 
which designates an object to be presented and its presenta 
tion location on the screen is hierarchized into two levels, i.e., 
the playlist PLLST, and the markup file MRKUP and the 
markup file MRKUPS in the advanced subtitle ADSBT (via 
the manifest file MNFST and the manifest file MNFSTS in 
the advanced subtitle ADSBT), and the presentation timing of 
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an object to be presented in the playlist PLLST is set in 
synchronism with the title timeline TMLE. This point is a 
large technical feature in this embodiment. In addition, the 
presentation timing of an object to be presented is set in 
synchronism with the title timeline TMLE similarly in the 
markup file MRKUP or the markup file MRKUPS of the 
advanced subtitle ADSBT. This point is also a large technical 
feature in this embodiment. Furthermore, in this embodi 
ment, the information contents of the playlist PLLST as man 
agement information that designates the object to be pre 
sented and its presentation location, the markup file MRKUP. 
and the markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle 
ADSBT are described using an identical description language 
(XML). This point is also a large technical feature in this 
embodiment, as will be described below. With this feature, 
easy edit and change processing of the advanced content 
ADVCT by its producer can be greatly improved compared to 
the conventional DVD-Video. As another effect, processing 
Such as skip processing of the playback location and the like 
in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL which per 
forms presentation processing upon special playback can be 
simplified. 
0593 <Relationship Between Various Kinds of Informa 
tion on Window and Playlistd 
0594. A description of features of this embodiment will be 
continued with reference to FIG. 4. In FIG. 4, the main title 
31, the independent window 32 for a commercial, and various 
icon buttons on the lower area are presented on the window. 
The main video MANVD in the primary video set PRMVS is 
presented on the upper left area of the window as the maintitle 
31, and its presentation timing is described in the playlist 
PLLST. The presentation timing of this main title31 is set in 
synchronism with the title timeline TMLE. The presentation 
location and timing of the independent window 32 for a 
commercial recorded as, e.g., the sub video SUBVD are also 
described in the aforementioned same playlist PLLST. The 
presentation timing of this the independent window 32 for a 
commercial is also designated in Synchronism with the title 
timeline TMLE. In the existing DVD-Video, the window 
from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 in, e.g., FIG. 4 is 
recorded as the sub-picture SUBPT in a video object, and 
command information executed upon depression of each but 
ton from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 is similarly 
recorded as highlight information HLI in a navigation pack in 
the video object. As a result, easy edit and change processing 
by the content producer is not allowed. By contrast, in this 
embodiment, a plurality of pieces of command information 
corresponding to window information from the help icon 33 
to the FF button 38 are grouped together as the advanced 
application ADAPL, and only the presentation timing and the 
presentation location on the window of the grouped advanced 
application ADAPL are designated on the playlist PLLST. 
Information related with the grouped advanced application 
ADAPL shall be downloaded onto the file cache FLCCH 
(data cache DTCCH) before it is presented on the window. 
The playlist PLLST describes only the filename and file sav 
ing location of the manifest file MNFST (manifest file 
MNFSTS) that records information required to download 
data related with the advanced application ADAPL and 
advanced subtitle ADSBT. The plurality of pieces of window 
information themselves from the help icon 33 to the FF button 
38 in FIG. 4 are saved in the advanced element directory 
ADVEL as still picture files IMAGE (see FIG. 15). Informa 
tion which manages the locations on the window and presen 
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tation timings of respective still pictures IMAGE from the 
help icon 33 to the FF button 38 in FIG. 4 is recorded in the 
markup file MRKUP. This information is recorded in the 
markup file MRKUP in the advanced navigation directory 
ADVNV in FIG. 15. Each control information (command 
information) to be executed upon pressing of each of buttons 
from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 is saved in the script 
file SCRPT in the advanced navigation directory ADVNV in 
FIG. 15, and the filenames and file saving locations of these 
script files SCRPT are described in the markup file MRKUP 
(and manifest file MNFST). In FIG. 15, the markup file 
MRKUP script file SCRPT, and still picture file IMAGE are 
recorded in the information storage medium DISC. However, 
this embodiment is not limited to this, and these files may be 
saved in the network server NTSRV or persistent storage 
PRSTR. In this way, the overall layout and presentation tim 
ing on the window are managed by the playlist PLLST, and 
the layout positions and presentation timings of respective 
buttons and icons are managed by the markup file MRKUP. 
The playlist PLLST makes designation with respect to the 
markup file MRKUP via the manifest file MNFST. Video 
information and commands (scripts) of various icons and 
buttons, and command information are stored in independent 
files compared to the conventional DVD-Video in which they 
are stored in a video object, and undergo middle management 
using the markup file MRKUP. This structure can greatly 
facilitate edit and change processing of the content producer. 
As for the telop text message 39 shown in FIG. 4, the playlist 
PLLST designates the filename and file saving location of the 
markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle via the mani 
fest file MNFSTS of the advanced subtitle (see FIG. 15). The 
markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle is recorded not 
only in the information storage medium DISC but it can also 
be saved on the network server NTSRV or persistent storage 
PRSTR in this embodiment. 
0595 <Playlistd (Again) 
0596 Playlist is used for two purposes of Advanced Con 
tent playback. The one is for initial system configuration of a 
player. The other is for definition of how to play plural kind of 
presentation objects of Advanced Content. Playlist consists of 
following configuration information for Advanced Content 
playback. 

0597 Object Mapping Information for each Title 
0598. Track Number Assignment 
0599 Resource Information 

0600 Playback Sequence for each Title 
0601 Scheduled Control Information for each Title 
0602 System Configuration for Advanced Content 
playback 

0603 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0604. In this embodiment, upon playback of the advanced 
content ADVCT, there are two use purposes of the playlist 
PLLST, as will be described below. The first use purpose is to 
define the initial system structure (advance settings of the 
required memory area in the data cache DTCCH and the like) 
in the information playback apparatus 1. The second use 
purpose is to define the playback methods of plural kind of 
presentation objects in the advanced content ADVCT. The 
playlist PLLST has the following configuration information. 
0605 1) Object mapping information OBMAPI of each 

title 
0606 Track number assignment 
0607 Resource information RESRCI 
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0608. 2) Playback sequence information PLSQI of each 
title 
0609 3) System configuration for playback of the 
advanced content ADVCT 
0610 <Resource Information> 
0611. On Object Mapping Information in Playlist, there is 
information element which specifies when resource files are 
needed for Advanced Application playback or Advanced Sub 
title playback. They are called Resource Information. There 
are two types of Resource Information. The one is the 
Resource Information which is associated to Application. The 
other is the Resource Information which is associated to Title. 
0612 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0613. An overview of the resource information RESRCI 
shown in FIG. 14 will be described below. The resource 
information RESRCI records information indicating which 
timings resource files that record information needed to play 
back the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle 
ADSBT are to be stored on the data cache DTCCH (file cache 
FLCCH) in the object mapping information OBMAPI in the 
playlist PLLST. In this embodiment, there are two different 
types of resource information RESRCI. The first type of 
resource information RESRCI is that related with the 
advanced application ADAPL, and the second type is that 
related with the advanced Subtitle ADSBT. 
0614 <Relationship Between Track and Object Map 
ping-> 
0615. Each Object Mapping Information of Presentation 
Object on Title Timeline can contain Track Number Assign 
ment information in Playlist. Track is to enhance selectable 
presentation streams through the different Presentation 
Objects in Advanced Content. For example, it is possible to 
select to play main audio stream in Substitute Audio in addi 
tion to the selection of main audio streams in Primary Audio 
Video. There are five types of Tracks. They are main video, 
main audio, Subtitle, Sub Video and Sub audio. 
0616) More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0617 The object mapping information OBMAPI corre 
sponding to various objects to be presented on the title time 
line TMLE shown in FIG. 14 includes track number assign 
ment information defined in the playlist PLLST. 
0618. In the advanced content ADVCT of this embodi 
ment, track numbers are defined to select various streams 
corresponding to different objects. For example, audio infor 
mation to be presented to the user can be selected from a 
plurality of pieces of audio information (audio streams) by 
designating the track number. As shown in, e.g., FIG. 7, the 
substitute audio SBTAD includes the main audio MANAD, 
which often includes a plurality of audio streams having 
different contents. By designating an audio track number 
defined in advance in the object mapping information 
OBMAPI (track number assignment), an audio stream to be 
presented to the user can be selected from a plurality of audio 
streams. Also, audio information which is recorded as the 
main audio MANAD in the substitute audio SBTAD can be 
output to be superposed on the main audio MANAD in the 
primary audio video PRMAV. In some cases, the main audio 
MANAD in the primary audio video PRMAV, which is to be 
Superposed upon output, often has a plurality of pieces of 
audio information (audio streams) having different contents. 
In Such case, an audio stream to be presented to the user can 
be selected from a plurality of audio streams by designating 
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an audio track number which is defined in advance in the 
object mapping information OBMAPI (track number assign 
ment). 
0619. In the aforementioned track, five different objects, 

i.e., the main video MANVD, main audio MANAD, subtitle 
ADSBT, sub video SUBVD, and sub audio SUBAD exist, 
and these five different objects can simultaneously record a 
plurality of streams having different contents. For this reason, 
track numbers are assigned to individual streams of these five 
different object types, and a stream to be presented to the user 
can be selected by selecting the track number. 
0620 <Information of Explanatory Title, Telop, Etc. 
0621. In this embodiment, there are two methods of dis 
playing information of the explanatory title, telop, and the 
like, i.e., a method of displaying such information using the 
sub-picture SUBPT in the primary audio video PRMAV and 
a method of displaying Such information using the advanced 
subtitle ADSBT. In this embodiment, mapping of the 
advanced Subtitle ADSBT on the timeline TMILE can be 
independently defined on the object mapping information 
OBMAPI irrespective of, e.g., the mapping situation of the 
primary audio video PRMAV and the like. As a result, not 
only pieces of information Such as a title and telop, i.e., the 
sub-picture SUBPT in the primary audio video PRMAV and 
the advanced subtitle ADSBT can be simultaneously pre 
sented, but also their presentation start and end timings can be 
respectively uniquely set. Also, one of them can be selectively 
presented, thereby greatly improving the presentation perfor 
mance of the subtitle and telop. 
0622. In FIG. 14, a part corresponding to the primary 
audio video PRMAV is indicated by a single band as 
P-EVOB. In fact, this band includes main video MANVD 
tracks, main audio MANAD tracks, sub video SUBVD 
tracks, sub audio SUBAD tracks, and sub-picture SUBPT 
tracks. Each object includes a plurality of tracks, and one 
track (stream) is selected and presented upon presentation. 
Likewise, the secondary video set SCDVS is indicated by 
bands as S-EVOB, each of which includes sub video SUBVD 
tracks and sub audio SUBAD tracks. Of these tracks, one 
track (one stream) is selected and presented. If the primary 
audio video PRMAV alone is mapped on the object mapping 
information OBMAPI on the title timeline TMLE, the fol 
lowing rules are specified in this embodiment to assure easy 
playback control processing. 

0623 The main video stream MANVD shall always be 
mapped on the object mapping information OBMAPI 
and played back. 

0624 One track (one stream) of the main audio streams 
MANAD is mapped on the object mapping information 
OBMAPI and played back (but it may not be played 
back). This embodiment permits to map none of the 
main audio streams MANAD on the object mapping 
information OBMAPI, regardless of such rule. 

0625 Under the precondition, the sub video stream 
SUBVD mapped on the title timeline TMLE is to be 
presented to the user, but it is not always presented (by 
user selection or the like). 

0626. Under the precondition, one track (one stream) of 
the sub audio streams SUBAD mapped on the title time 
line TMLE is to be presented to the user, but it is not 
always presented (by user selection or the like). 

0627. If the primary audio video PRMAV and the substi 
tute audio SBTAD are simultaneously mapped on the title 
timeline TMLE and are simultaneously presented, the follow 
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ing rules are specified in this embodiment, thus assuring easy 
control processing and reliability in the advanced content 
playback unit ADVPL. 

(0628. The main video MANVD in the primary audio 
video PRMAV shall be mapped in the object mapping 
information OBMAPI and shall be necessarily played 
back. 

0629. The main audio stream MANAD in the substitute 
audio SBTAD can be played back in place of the main 
audio stream MANAD in the primary audio video 
PRMAV. 

0630 Under the precondition, the sub video stream 
SUBVD is to be simultaneously presented with given 
data, but it is not always presented (by user selection or 
the like). 

0631 Under the precondition, one track (one stream) 
(of a plurality of tracks) of the sub audio SUBAD is to be 
presented, but it is not always presented (by user selec 
tion or the like). 

0632. When the primary audio video PRMAV and the 
secondary audio video SCDAV are simultaneously mapped 
on the title timelineTMLE in the object mapping information 
OBMAPI, the following rules are specified in this embodi 
ment, thus assuring simple processing and high reliability of 
the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. 

0633. The main video stream MANVD in the primary 
audio video PRMAV shall be played back. 

0634. Under the precondition, one track (one stream) of 
the main audio streams MANAD is to be presented, but 
it is not always presented (by user selection or the like). 

0635. The sub video stream SUBVD and sub audio 
stream SUBAD in the secondary audio video SCDAV 
can be played back in place of the sub video stream 
SUBVD and sub audio stream SUBAD in the primary 
audio video PRMAV. When Sub Video stream SUBVD 
and sub audio stream SUBAD are multiplexed and 
recorded in the secondary enhanced video object 
S-EVOB in the secondary audio video SCDAV, play 
back of the sub audio stream SUBAD alone is inhibited. 

0636) <Object Mapping Position> 
0637 Time code for Title Timeline is Time code. It is 
based on non-drop frame and described as HH:MM:SS:FF. 
0638. The life period of all presentation objects shall be 
mapped and described by Time code values onto Title Time 
line. Presentation end timing of audio presentation may not be 
exactly same as Time code timing. In this case, the end timing 
of audio presentation shall be rounded up to Video System 
Time Unit (VSTU) timing from the last audio sample presen 
tation timing. This rule is to avoid overlapping of audio pre 
sentation objects on the time on Title Timeline. 
0639 Video presentation timing for 60 Hz region, even if 
presentation object is /24 frequency, it shall be mapped at /60 
VSTU timing. For video presentation timing of Primary 
Audio Video or Secondary Audio Video, it shall have 3:2 
pull-down information in elementary stream for 60 Hz 
region, so presentation timing on the Title Timeline is derived 
from this information for video presentation. For graphical 
presentation timing of Advanced Application or Advanced 
Subtitle with /24 frequency, it shall follow graphic output 
timing model in this specification. 
0640 There are two conditions between /24 timing and/60 
time code unit timing. The one is exactly matches both tim 
ings, and the other is mismatches between them. In case 
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mismatch timing of /24 presentation object frame, it shall be 
rounded up to the most recent /60 time unit timing. 
0641 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0642 A method of setting a unit of the title timeline TMLE 
in this embodiment will be explained below. 
0643. The title timeline TMLE in this embodiment has 
time units synchronized with the presentation timings of 
frames and fields of video information, and the time on the 
title timeline TMLE is set based on the count value of time 
units. This point is a large technical feature in this embodi 
ment. For example, in the NTSC system, interlaced display 
has 60 fields and 30 frames per second. Therefore, the dura 
tion of a minimum time unit on the title timeline TMLE is 
divided into 60 per second, and the time on the title timeline 
TMLE is set based on the count value of the time units. Also, 
progressive display in the NTSC system has 60 fields=60 
frames per second, and matches the aforementioned time 
units. The PAL system is a 50-Hz system, and interlaced 
display has 50 fields and 25 frames per second, and progres 
sive display has 50 fields=50 frames per second. In case of 
video information of the 50-Hz system, the title timeline 
TMLE is equally divided into 50 units per second, and the 
time and timing on the title timeline TMLE is set based on a 
count value with reference to the equally divided one interval 
(/50 sec). In this manner, since the reference duration (mini 
mum time unit) of the title timeline TMLE is set in synchro 
nism with the presentation timings of fields and frames of 
video information, synchronized timing presentation control 
among respective pieces of video information can be facili 
tated, and time settings with the highest precision within a 
practically significant range can be made. 
0644 As described above, in this embodiment, the time 
units are set in synchronism with fields and frames of video 
information, i.e., one time unit in the 60-HZ System is "/60 sec, 
and one time unit in the 50-Hz system is /so sec. At respective 
time unit positions (times), the Switching timings (presenta 
tion start or end timing or Switching timing to another frame) 
of all presentation objects are controlled. That is, in this 
embodiment, the presentation periods of every presentation 
objects are set in synchronism with the time units (/60 sec or 
/so sec) on the title timeline TMLE. The frame interval of 
audio information is often different from the frame or field 
interval of the video information. In such case, as the play 
back start and end timings of the audio information, the 
presentation period (presentation start and end times) is set 
based on timings which are rounded out in correspondence 
with the unit interval on the title timeline TMLE. In this way, 
presentation outputs of a plurality of audio objects can be 
prevented from overlapping on the title timeline TMLE. 
0645. When the presentation timing of the advanced appli 
cation ADAPL information is different from the unit interval 
of the title timeline TMLE (for example, when the advanced 
application ADAPL has 24 frames per second and its presen 
tation period is expressed on the title timeline of the 60-Hz 
system), the presentation timings (presentation start and end 
times) of the advanced application ADAPL are rounded out in 
correspondence with the title timeline TMLE of the 60-Hz 
system (time unit=/60 sec). 
0646) <Timing Model for Advanced Application> 
0647. Advanced Application (ADV APP) consists of one 
or plural Markup(s) files which can have one-directional or 
bi-directional links each other, script files which shares a 
name space belonging to the Advanced Application, and 
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Advanced Element files which are used by the Markup (s) and 
Script(s). Valid period of each Markup file in one Advanced 
Application is the same as the valid period of Advanced 
Application which is mapped on Title Timeline. During the 
presentation of one Advanced Application, active Markup is 
always only one. An active Markup jumps one to another. The 
valid period one Application is divided to three major periods; 
pre-script period, Markup presentation period and post-Script 
period. 
0648 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0649. In this embodiment, the valid period of the advanced 
application ADAPL on the title timeline TMLE can be 
divided into three periods i.e., a pre-script period, markup 
presentation period, and post-script period. The markup pre 
sentation period represents a period in which objects of the 
advanced application ADAPL are presented in correspon 
dence with time units of the title timeline TMLE based on 
information of the markup file MRKUP of the advanced 
application ADAPL. The pre-script period is used as a prepa 
ration period of presenting the window of the advanced appli 
cation ADAPL prior to the markup presentation period. The 
post-Script period is set immediately after the markup presen 
tation period, and is used as an end period (e.g., a period used 
in release processing of memory resources) immediately after 
presentation of respective presentation objects of the 
advanced application ADAPL. This embodiment is not lim 
ited to this. For example, the pre-script period can be used as 
a control processing period (e.g., to clear the score of a game 
given to the user) prior to presentation of the advanced appli 
cation ADAPL. Also, the post-script period can be used in 
command processing (e.g., point-up processing of the score 
of a game of the user) immediately after playback of the 
advanced application ADAPL. 
0650 <Application Sync Modeld 
0651. There are two kind of application which has follow 
ing two Sync Models: 

0652 Soft-Sync Application 
0653 Hard-Sync Application 

0654 The information of sync type is defined by sync 
attribute of application segment in Playlist. In Soft-Sync 
Application and Hard-Sync Application, the behavior to Title 
Timeline differs at the time of execution preparation of appli 
cation. Execution preparation of application is resource load 
ing and other startup process (such as Script global code 
execution). Resource loading is reading resource from Stor 
age (DISC, Persistent Storage and Network Server) and store 
to the File Cache. Every application shall not execute before 
all resource loading is finished. 
0655 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0656. The window during the aforementioned markup 
presentation period will be described below. Taking the pre 
sentation window in FIG. 4 as an example, when the stop 
button 34 is pressed during presentation of video information 
in this embodiment, that video information stops, and the 
window presentation of, e.g., changing the shape and color of 
the stop button 34 can be changed. This means the effect of 
1.1) "Make response by means of change in animation and 
image at the time ofbutton selection or execution instruction” 
in 1“Make flexible and impressive reactions in response to 
user's actions' described in the column "New effects 
obtained as a result of technical devices' shown in FIGS. 2A, 
2B, and 2C. When the display window itself of FIG. 4 is 
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largely changed as in the above example, the corresponding 
markup file MRKUP jumps to another markup file MRKUP 
in the advanced application ADAPL. In this way, by jumping 
the markup file MRKUP that sets the presentation window 
contents of the advanced application ADAPL to another 
markup file MRKUP, the apparent window presentation can 
be greatly changed. That is, in this embodiment, a plurality of 
markup files MRKUP are set in correspondence with differ 
ent windows during the markup presentation period, and are 
switched in correspondence with switching of the window 
(the Switching processing is executed based on a method 
described in the script file SCRPT). Therefore, the start tim 
ing of a markup page on the title timeline TMLE during the 
presentation period of the markup file MRKUP matches the 
presentation start timing of the one to be presented first of the 
plurality of markup files MRKUP, and the end timing of a 
markup page on the title timeline TMLE matches the presen 
tation end timing of the last one of the plurality of markup 
files MRKUP. As a method of jumping the markup pages 
(changing the presentation window of the advanced applica 
tion ADAPL part in the presentation window), this embodi 
ment specifies the following two sync models. 

0657 Soft-Sync Application 
0658 Hard-Sync Application 

0659 <Soft-Sync Application> 
0660 Soft-Sync Application gives preference to seamless 
proceeding of Title Timeline over execution preparation. If 
auto Run attribute is true’ and application is selected then 
resources will load into the File Cache by soft synced mecha 
nism. Soft-Sync Application is activated after that all 
resources loading into the File Cache. The resource which 
cannot read without Title Timeline stopping shall not be 
defined as a resource of Soft-Sync Application. In case, Title 
Timeline jump into the valid period of Soft-Sync Application, 
the Application may not execute. And also, during the varied 
period of Soft-Sync Application, playback mode changes 
trick play to normal playback, the Application may not run. 
0661 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0662. The first jump method is soft sync jump (jump 
model) of markup pages. At this jumptiming, the time flow of 
the title timeline TMLE does not stop on the window to be 
presented to the user. That is, the Switching timing of the 
markup page matches that of unit position (time) of the afore 
mentioned title timeline TMLE, and the end timing of the 
previous markup page matches the start timing of the next 
markup page (presentation window of the advanced applica 
tion ADAPL) on the title timeline TMLE. To allow such 
control, in this embodiment, a time period required to end the 
previous markup page (e.g., a time period used to release the 
assigned memory space in the data cache DTCCH) is set to 
overlap the presentation time period of the next markup page. 
Furthermore, the presentation preparation period of the next 
markup page is set to overlap the presentation period of the 
previous markup page. The soft Sync jump of the markup 
page can be used for the advanced application ADAPL or 
advanced subtitle ADSBT synchronized with the title time 
line TML.E. 
0663 <Hard-Sync Application> 
0664 Hard-Sync Application gives preference to execu 
tion preparation over seamless progress of Title Timeline. 
Hard-Sync Application is activated after all resources loading 
into the File Cache. If auto Run attribute is true’ and appli 
cation is selected then resources will load into the File Cache 
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by hard synced mechanism. Hard-Sync Application holds the 
Title Timeline during the resource loading and execution 
preparation of application. 
0665 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0666. As the other jump method, this embodiment also 
specifies hard sync jump of markup pages. In general, a time 
change on the title timeline TMLE occurs on the window to be 
presented to the user (count-up on the title timeline TMLE is 
made), and the window of the primary audio video PRMAV 
changes in Synchronism with Such change. For example, 
when the time on the title timeline TMLE stops (the count 
value on the title timeline TMLE is fixed), the window of the 
corresponding primary audio video PRMAV stops, and a still 
window is presented to the user. When the hard sync jump of 
markup pages occurs in this embodiment, a period in which 
the time on the title timeline TMLE stops (the count value on 
the title timeline TMLE is fixed) is formed. In the hard sync 
jump of markup pages, the end timing time of a markup page 
before apparent switching on the title timeline TMLE 
matches the playback start timing of the next markup page on 
the title timeline TMLE. In case of this jump, the end period 
of the previously presented markup page does not overlap the 
preparation period required to present the next markup page. 
For this reason, the time flow on the title timeline TMLE 
temporarily stops during the jump period, and presentation 
of, e.g., the primary audio video PRMAV or the like is tem 
porarily stopped. The hard sync jump processing of markup 
pages is used in only the advanced application ADAPL in this 
embodiment. In this way, the window change of the advanced 
subtitle ADSBT can be made without stopping the time 
change on the title timeline TMLE (without stopping, e.g., the 
primary audio video PRMAV) upon switching the presenta 
tion window of the advanced subtitle ADSBT. 

0667 The windows of the advanced application ADAPL, 
advanced subtitle ADSBT, and the like designated by the 
markup page are Switched for respective frames in this 
embodiment. For example, interlaced display, the number of 
frames per second is different from that of fields per second. 
However, when the windows of the advanced application 
ADAPL and advanced Subtitle ADSBT are controlled to be 
Switched for respective frames, Switching processing can be 
done at the same timing irrespective of interlaced or progres 
sive display, thus facilitating control. That is, preparation of a 
window required for the next frame is started at the immedi 
ately preceding frame presentation timing. The preparation is 
completed until the presentation timing of the next frame, and 
the window is displayed in Synchronism with the presentation 
timing of the next frame. For example, since NTSC interlaced 
display corresponds to the 60-Hz system, the interval of the 
time units on the title timeline is /60 sec. In this case, since 30 
frames are displayed persec, the frame presentation timing is 
set at an interval of two units (the boundary position of two 
units) of the title timeline TMLE. Therefore, when a window 
is to be presented at the n-th count value on the title timeline 
TMLE, presentation preparation of the next frame starts at the 
(n-2)-th timing two counts before, and a prepared graphic 
frame (a window that presents various windows related with 
the advanced application ADAPL will be referred to as a 
graphic frame in this embodiment) is presented at the timing 
of the n-th count on the title timeline TMLE. In this embodi 
ment, since the graphic frame is prepared and presented for 
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respective frames in this way, the continuously switched 
graphic frames can be presented to the user, thus preventing 
the user from feeling odd. 
0668 <Presentation Clip Element and Object Mapping 
Information> 

0669 Tide element in Playlist file contains a list of ele 
ment, called by Presentation Clip element, which describes 
Object Mapping Information of the segment of Presentation 
Object. 
0670 Primary Audio Video Clip element, Substitute 
Audio Video Clip element, Secondary Audio Video Clip ele 
ment and Substitute Audio Clip element, Advanced Subtitle 
Segment element Application Segment element respectively 
describe Object Mapping Information of Primary Audio 
Video, Secondary Audio Video, Substitute Audio, Advanced 
Subtitle of Advanced Subtitle of Advanced Subtitle Profile 
markup and Advanced Application of Markup and Script. 
0671 Presentation Object shall be referred by the URI of 
the index information file as shown in FIG. 21. 

0672) Object Mapping Information of a Presentation 
Object in a Title Timeline, is a valid period of the Presentation 
Object in a Title Timeline. 
0673. The valid period on Title Timeline of a Presentation 
Object is determined by start time and end time on Title 
Timeline. The start time and end time on Title Timeline are 
described by title Time Begin attribute and title Time End 
attribute of each Presentation Clip element, respectively. For 
the Presentation Clip except for Advanced Subtitle and Appli 
cation, the starting position of the Presentation Object is 
described by clip Time Begin attribute of each Presentation 
Clip element. 
0674) For Primary Audio Video Clip, Substitute Audio 
Video Clip, Substitute Audio Clip and Secondary Audio 
Video Clip element, the Presentation Object shall be present 
at the starting position, described by clip Time Begin. 
0675. The clip Time Begin attribute value shall be the 
presentation start time (PTS) of Coded-Frame of the video 
streams in P-EVOB (S-EVOB). 
0676 Attribute values of titleTimeBegin, titleTimeEnd 
and clipTimeBegin, and the duration time of the Presentation 
Object shall satisfy the following relation: 

titleTimeBegin{titleTimeEnd and 

titleTimeEnd-duration time of the Title 

0677. If the Presentation Object is synchronized with Title 
Timeline, the following relation shall be satisfied: 

clipTimeBegin+titleTimeEnd 
titleTimeBegins duration time of the Presenta 
tion Object 

0678. The valid period of Primary Audio Video Clip ele 
ment shall not overlap each other on Title Timeline. 
0679. The valid period of Secondary Audio Video Clip 
element shall not overlap each other on Title Timeline. 
0680 The valid period of Substitute Audio Clip element 
shall not overlap each other on Title Timeline. 
0681. The valid period of Substitute Audio Video Clip 
element shall not overlap each other on Title Timeline. 
0682 For any of Primary Audio Video Clip element and 
Substitute Audio Video Clip element, the valid periods on 
Title Timeline shall not overlap. 
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0683 For any of Substitute Audio Video Clip element, 
Secondary Audio Video Clip element and Substitute Audio 
Clip element, the valid periods on Tide Timeline shall not 
overlap. 
0684. For any Presentation Clip element with Disc data 
Source, the valid periods on Title Timeline shall not overlap to 
those of other Presentation Clip element with Disc data 
Source. 
0685 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0686. The object mapping information OBMAPI 
described in the playlist PLLST shown in FIG. 14 describes 
list information of elements called presentation clip elements. 
FIG. 21 shows the relationship between various presentation 
clip elements and corresponding object names to be presented 
and used. 

0687. As shown in FIG. 21, a primary audio video clip 
element PRAVCP described in the object mapping informa 
tion OBMAPI explains object mapping information 
OBMAPI related with the primary audio video PRMAV. A 
secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP explains object 
mapping information OBMAPI of the secondary audio video 
SCDAV. A substitute audio clip element SBADCP explains 
object mapping information OBMAPI of the substitute audio 
SBTAD. An advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG in 
the object mapping information OBMAPI describes informa 
tion related with the markup file MRKUPS in the advanced 
subtitle ADSBT. An application segment element ADAPSG 
in the object mapping information OBMAPI describes infor 
mation related with the markup file MRKUP and script file 
SCRPT of the advanced application ADAPL. The object 
mapping information OBMAPI related with each object to be 
played back and used describes information related with the 
valid period (including a presentation period or a preparation 
period and end processing period) of each object on the title 
timeline TMLE. The valid period on the title timeline TMLE 
is specified by the start time and end time on the title timeline 
TMLE. In each clip element, the start time and end time on the 
title timeline TMLE are specified by a titleTimeBegin 
attribute and titleTimeEnd attribute. That is, each clip element 
individually records the titleTimeBegin attribute and title 
TimeEnd attribute. Presentation of a corresponding object 
begins from the time described by the titleTimeBegin 
attribute on the title timeline TMLE, and ends at the time 
described by the titleTimeEnd attribute. In the primary audio 
video clip element PRAVCP, secondary audio video clip ele 
ment SCAVCP, and substitute audio clip element SBADCP 
except for the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG 
and application segment element ADAPSG, each of the pri 
mary audio video PRMAV. secondary audio video SCDAV. 
and substitute audio SBTAD begins to be presented by clip 
TimeBegin which means an presentation elapsed time period 
calculated from a start position where each object is recorded. 
That is, the aforementioned titleTimeBegin attribute and title 
TimeEnd attribute meantime information on the title timeline 
TMLE. On the other hand, clipTimeBegin means an indepen 
dent time elapse in each object. By Synchronizing the times of 
the titleTimeBegin attribute and clipTimeBegin, a plurality of 
different objects can be synchronously presented on the same 
title timeline TML.E. 

0688. Note that various objects to be played back and used 
are not recorded in the information storage medium (DISC) 
but only the playlist (PLLST) is recorded in the information 
storage medium (DISC). The information playback apparatus 
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may designate and acquire from the corresponding playlist 
(PLLST) various objects to be played back and used recorded 
in the network server (NTSRV) or persistent storage (PR 
STR). 
0689. In this embodiment, the following relationship is set 
among the presentation period of each presentation object, 
and titleTimeBegin, titleTimeEnd, and clipTimeBegin to 
improve the precision of the presentation processing without 
producing any conflict among presentation timings. 

titleTimeBegin{titleTimeEnd and 

titleTimeEnd-duration time of the Title 

clipTimeBegin+titleTimeEnd 
titleTimeBegins duration time of the Presenta 
tion Object 

0690. Furthermore, in this embodiment, the presentation 
precision is improved by setting the following conditions. 

0.691. The valid periods of respective primary audio 
video clip elements PRAVCP shall not overlap on the 
title timeline TML.E. 

0692. The valid periods of respective secondary audio 
video clip elements SCAVCP shall not overlap on the 
title timeline TML.E. 

0.693. The valid periods of respective substitute audio 
clip elements SBADCP shall not overlap on the title 
timeline TML.E. 

0694. The valid period of the secondary audio video clip 
element SCAVCP shall not overlap that of the substitute 
audio clip element SBADCP on the title timelineTMLE. 

(0695. As shown in FIG. 6, the time map file PTMAP of the 
primary video set PRMVS, the time map file STMAP of the 
secondary video set SCDVS, the manifest file MNFST, and 
the manifest file MNFSTS of the advanced Subtitle ADSBT 
are referred to from the playlist PLLST. 
0696 More specifically, as shown in FIG. 21, the primary 
audio video clip element PRAVCP describes the filename and 
saving location of the time map file PTMAP of the primary 
video set PRMVS as the filename to be referred to in the 
primary audio video clip element PRAVCP. Likewise, the 
second audio video clip element SCAVCP describes the file 
name and saving location of the time map file STMAP of the 
secondary video set SCDVS. Furthermore, the substitute 
audio clip element SBADCP describes the filename and sav 
ing location of the time map file STMAP of the secondary 
video set SCDVS. The advanced subtitle segment element 
ADSTSG describes the filename and saving location of the 
manifest file MNFSTS of the advanced Subtitle ADSBT. The 
application segment element ADAPSG describes the file 
name and saving location of the manifest file MNFST of the 
advanced application ADAPL. 
0697. The locations of files to be referred to as indices 
upon playing back and using objects shown in FIG. 21 are 
described in FIG. 7. For reconfirmation, they are described in 
the column of the original data sources of objects in FIG. 21. 
0698. The files which are described in respective clip ele 
ments and are referred to as indices upon playing back and 
using objects can be recorded in various recording media 
(including the network server NTSRV), as shown in FIG. 21. 
FIG. 16 shows the saving location designation method of the 
files described in respective clip elements. More specifically, 
when files are saved in the network server NTSRV, the 
address of an HTTP server or HTTPS server is designated by 
"http: . . . or “https: . . . . as shown in FIG. 16. In this 
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embodiment, the description range of file saving location 
designation information (URI: Uniform Resource Identifier) 
described in each clip element shall be described using 1024 
bytes or less. When such information is recorded in the infor 
mation storage medium DISC, file cache FLCCH (data cache 
DTCCH), or persistent storage PRSTR, the file saving loca 
tion is designated as a data file. 
0699 When each file is saved in the information storage 
medium DISC, file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH), or 
persistent storage PRSTR shown in FIG. 16, each medium 
shall be identified. In this embodiment, each medium can be 
identified by adopting a path designation description method 
shown in FIG. 17 in respective clip elements. This point is a 
large technical feature in this embodiment. 
(0700 <Content Referencing> 
0701 Every resource available on the disc or the network 
has an address that encoded by a Uniform Resource Identifier. 
0702. The following is a URI example which refers to a 
XML file on a Disc. 
0703 file:///dvddisk/ADV OBJ/file.xmu 
(0704. The total length of URI shall be less than 1024. 
(0705. By the file URI scheme, URI can refer to the 
resources on DVD Disc contents, File Cache, and Persistent 
Storages. There is two type of Persistent Storage. One is 
Required Persistent Storage, which all Player shall have only 
one. The other is Additional Persistent Storage, which Player 
can have one or more. The path of URI includes storage type 
and identifier for Persistent Storage in the following manner. 
0706 All Advanced Navigation files (Manifest/Markup? 
Script) and Advanced Element files shall be loaded into File 
Cache by Resource Information element in Playlist, or API. 
All files loaded by Resource Information element shall be 
referred by URI of the original file location, not location in the 
File Cache. 
(0707 Files in archived file shall be referred by sub path of 
URI of archived file. At this time URI of archived file shall be 
referred by original location, not location in file cache. 
(0708. The path file://file cache? is resolved as/temp 
directory in File Cache. For file cache, only application man 
aged directory may be accessed. 
(0709 Playlist, Manifest and Markup may use relative URI 
reference. The base URI shall be derived from the URI of the 
original file location, if xml: base attribute is not specified. If 
xml: base attribute is specified, base URI is determined by 
rule. 
0710. The path-segment “... shall not used in URI. 
0711 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0712. In this embodiment, two different recording media 
are brought into view as the persistent storage PRSTR. The 
first one is the fixed persistent storage PRSTR, and specifies 
only one persistent storage drive 3 in the information record 
ing and playback apparatus 1 in this embodiment. The other 
one is the portable persistent storage PRSTR, and one or more 
storages (a plurality of storages are allowed) can be mounted 
in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 in this 
embodiment. In the path designation description to a file, the 
description method shown in FIG. 17 is specified, and the 
contents are described in each clip element in the playlist 
PLLST. That is, when a file is recorded in the information 
storage medium DISC, “file:///dvddisc? is described. When a 
file is stored in the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH), 
“file:///filecache? is described as the path designation 
description method. When a file is recorded in the fixed per 
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sistent storage PRSTR, “file:///fixed/ is described as the path 
designation description method. When a file is recorded in the 
portable persistent storage PRSTR, “file:///removable? is 
described as the path designation description method. When 
various files are recorded in the information storage medium 
DISC, file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH), or persistent 
storage PRSTR, the file structure shown in FIG. 15 is formed 
in each recording medium, and files are recorded under cor 
responding directories. 
0713 <Playlist File> 
0714 Playlist File describes the navigation, the synchro 
nization and the initial system configuration information for 
Advanced Content. Playlist File shall be encoded as well 
formed XML. FIG. 18 shows an outline example of Playlist 
file. The root element of Playlist shall be Playlist element, 
which contains Configuration element, Media Attribute List 
element and Title Set element in a content of Playlist element. 
0715 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0716 FIG. 18 shows the data structure in the playlist file 
PLLST that records information related with the playlist 
PLLST shown in FIG. 14. This playlist file PLLST is directly 
recorded in the form of the playlist file PLLST under the 
advanced content directory ADVCT, as shown in FIG. 15. 
The playlist file PLLST describes management information, 
synchronization information among respective presentation 
objects, and information related with the initial system struc 
ture (e.g., information related with pre-assignment of a 
memory space used in the data cache DTCCH or the like). 
The playlist file PLLST is described by a description method 
based on XML. FIG. 18 shows a schematic data structure in 
the playlist file PLLST. 
0717. A field bounded by <Playlist playlist . . . > and 
</Playlist is called a playlist element in FIG. 18. As infor 
mation in the playlist element, configuration information 
CONFGI, media attribute information MDATRI, and title 
information TTINFO are described in this order. In this 
embodiment, the allocation order of various elements in the 
playlist element is set in correspondence with the operation 
sequence before the beginning of video presentation in the 
advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the information 
recording and playback apparatus 1 shown in FIG.1. That is, 
the assignment of the memory space used in the data cache 
DTCCH in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL 
shown in FIG. 13 is most necessary in the process of playback 
preparation. For this reason, a configuration information 
CONFGI element 134 is described first in the playlist ele 
ment. The presentation engine PRSEN in FIG. 13 shall be 
prepared in accordance with the attributes of information in 
respective presentation objects. For this purpose, a media 
attribute information MDATRI element 135 shall be 
described after the configuration information CONFGI ele 
ment 134 and before a title information TTINFO element 
136. In this manner, after the data cache DTCCH and presen 
tation engine PRSEN have been prepared, the advanced con 
tent playback unit ADVPL starts presentation processing 
according to the information described in the title information 
TTINFO element 136. Therefore, the title information 
TTINFO element 136 is allocated after the information 
required for preparations (at the last position). 
0718. A description 131 of the first line in FIG. 18 is 
definition text that declares “the following sentences are 
described based on the XML description method’, and has a 
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structure in which information of Xml attribute information 
XMATRI is described between “-?xml and “2-’. 
0719 FIG. 22 shows the information contents in the xml 
attribute information XMATRI in (a). 
0720. The xml attribute information XMATRI describes 
information indicating whether or not another XML having a 
child relationship with corresponding version information of 
XML is referred to. Information indicating whether or not the 
other XML having the child relationship is referred to is 
described using “yes” or 'no'. If the other XML having the 
child relationship is directly referred to in this target text, “no' 
is described; if this XML text does not directly refer to the 
other XML and is present as standalone XML, “yes” is 
described. As an XML statement, for example, when the 
corresponding version number of XML is 1.0, and XML text 
does not refer to the other XML but is present as standalone 
XML, “<?xml version= 1.0 standalone=yes 2 >” is 
described as a description example (a) of FIG. 22. 
0721 Description text in a playlist element tag that speci 

fies the range of a playlist element describes name space 
definition information PLTGNM of the playlist tag and play 
list attribute information PLATRI after “3Playlist”, and 
closes with “c”, thus forming the playlist element tag. FIG.22 
shows description information in the playlist element tag in 
(b). In this embodiment, the number of playlist elements 
which exit in the playlist file PLLST is one in principle. 
However, in a special case, a plurality of playlist elements can 
be described. In Such case, since a plurality of playlist element 
tags may be described in the playlist file PLLST, the name 
space definition information PLTGNM of the playlist tag is 
described immediately after "-Playlist” so as to identify each 
playlist element. The playlist attribute information PLATRI 
describes an integer part value MJVERN of the advanced 
content version number, a decimal part value MNVERN of 
the advanced content version number information, and addi 
tional information (e.g., a name or the like) PLDSCI related 
with the playlist in the playlist element in this order. For 
example, as a description example, when the advanced con 
tent version number is “1.0”, “1” is set in the integerpart value 
MJVERN of the advanced content version number, and “O'” is 
set in the decimal part value MNVERN of the advanced 
content version number. If the additional information related 
with the playlist PLLST is “string, and the name space 
definition information PLTGNM of the playlist tag is "http:// 
www.dvdforum.org/HDDVDVideo/Playlist”, the description 
text in the playlist element is: 

0722 “CPlaylist Xmlns="http://www.dvdforum.org/ 
HDDVDVideo/Playlist majorVersion=1 
minorVersion=0 description=String> 

0723. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the 
information recording and playback apparatus 1 shown in 
FIG. 1 plays back the advanced content version number 
described in the playlist element tag first, and determines if 
the advanced content version number falls within the version 
number range Supported by it. 
0724. If the advanced content version number falls outside 
the Support range, the advanced content playback unit 
ADVPL shall immediately stop the playback processing. For 
this purpose, in this embodiment, the playlist attribute infor 
mation PLATRI describes the information of the advanced 
content version number at the foremost position. 
0725 Various kinds of information described in the play 

list PLLST in this embodiment have a hierarchical structure, 
as shown in FIGS. 19A and 19B, and FIGS. 20A and 20B. 
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0726 <Title Information> 
0727 A Playlist file contains a list of Title elements in the 
Title Set element. The Title Set element describes information 
of a set of Titles for Advanced Contents in the Playlist. 
0728 Title Timeline is assigned for each Title. The dura 
tion of Title Timeline shall be described by title Duration 
attribute of Title element by the time Expression value. The 
duration of Title Timeline shall be greater than 00:00:00:00. 
0729) Note: To describe Title which contains only 
Advanced Application, set duration to some value Such as 
00:01:00:00, and pause the time on Tide Timeline at the 
beginning of Title. 
(0730. The total number of Title shall be less than 1000. 
0731 Each Title element describes a set of information of 
a Title for Advanced Content. 
0732 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0733. In information recorded in the aforementioned play 

list file PLLST, the title information TTINFO included in the 
playlist element is described using a title set element bounded 
by <TitleSet> and </TitleSet>, as shown in (b) of FIG. 19A. 
This title set element describes information related with a title 
set of the advanced content ADVCT defined in the playlist 
PLLST. The title set element describes one or more pieces of 
title element information TTELEM in turn, and management 
information related with each title is recorded in the corre 
sponding title element information TTELEM. The example 
of FIG. 14 has three titles, i.e., titles #1 to #3, and (b) of FIG. 
19A describes title element information TTELEM related 
with title #1 to that related with title #3. However, this 
embodiment is not limited to Such example, and title element 
information TTELEM related with one to an arbitrary num 
ber of titles can be described. A title timeline TMLE is set to 
each title corresponding to the title element information 
TTELEM. The presentation period of the title timelineTMLE 
of each title is described in titleDuration attribute information 
(time duration information TTDUR of the entire title on the 
title timeline TMLE) in the title element information 
TTELEM. The numbers of corresponding titles are set in 
accordance with the order of description of respective pieces 
of title element information TTELEM described in the title 
set element. As shown in (b) of FIG. 19A, the title number of 
a title corresponding to the title element information 
TTELEM described first in the title set element is set to “1”. 
In this embodiment, the number of pieces of title element 
information TTELEM (the number of titles defined per play 
list PLLST) that can be described in the title set element is set 
to be 512 or less. By setting the upper limit value of the 
number of titles, the processing in the advanced content play 
back unit ADVPL is prevented from diffusing. Each title 
element information TTELEM describes object mapping 
information OBMAPI, resource information RESRCI, play 
back sequence information PLSQI, and track navigation 
information TRNAVI in this order. The object mapping infor 
mation OBMAPI includes information of track number 
assignment information that sets stream (track) numbers in 
respective presentation objects. The object mapping informa 
tion describes a list of various clip elements described using 
FIGS. 20A and 20B. Also, the object mapping information 
OBMAPI describes a list related with track number assign 
ment information which represents the setting information of 
track numbers in the aforementioned presentation clip ele 
ments. In this embodiment, each playback object such as 
Video information, audio information, Sub-picture informa 
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tion, or the like can have a plurality of streams, independent 
tracks are related with these streams, and track numbers are 
set, thus identifying playback streams in each presentation 
object. By setting the track number assignment element list in 
this way, the number of streams included in each presentation 
object and individual streams can be identified. The resource 
information RESRCI explains a list of resource elements in 
the title element information TTELEM. The track navigation 
information TRNAVI describes information related with a 
track navigation list element. The playback sequence infor 
mation PLSQI describes information of a chapter list element 
indicating the head positions of chapters corresponding to 
divisions of the video contents in a single title. 
0734. As shown in (c) of FIG. 19A, the arrangement order 
of the object mapping information OBMAPI, resource infor 
mation RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSQI, and 
track navigation information TRNAVI in the title element 
information TTELEM corresponds to the processing 
sequence of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in 
the information recording and playback apparatus 1 (see FIG. 
1). That is, information of the object mapping information 
OBMAPI which describes the information of the advanced 
application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT used in a 
single title is described at the first location in the title element 
information TTELEM. The advanced content playback unit 
ADVPL recognizes the contents of the advanced application 
ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT used in the single title 
first from the object mapping information OBMAPI recorded 
first. As has been described using FIG. 7, the information of 
the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle 
ADSBT shall be saved in the file cache FLCCH (data cache 
DTCCH) in advance prior to presentation to the user. For this 
reason, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the 
information recording and playback apparatus 1 requires 
information related with the advanced application ADAPL 
and advanced subtitle ADSBT set in the title and their storage 
timings in the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) prior to 
playback. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL then 
reads the resource information RESRCI, and can detect the 
storage timings of the advanced application ADAPL and 
advanced subtitle ADSBT in the file cache FLCCH (data 
cache DTCCH). Therefore, since the resource information 
RESRCI is described after the object mapping information 
OBMAPI, the processing of the advanced content playback 
unit ADVPL is facilitated. Since the playback sequence infor 
mation PLSQI becomes important to allow the user to imme 
diately move video information that he or she wants to see 
upon playing back the advanced content ADVCT, the play 
back sequence information PLSQI is allocated after the 
resource information RESRCI. Since the track navigation 
information TRNAVI is information required immediately 
before presentation to the user, it is described at the last 
location in the title element information TTELEM. 

0735 <Title Element> 
0736. The Title element describes information of a Title 
for Advanced Contents, which consists of Object Mapping 
Information, Track Number Assignment for elementary 
stream and Playback Sequence in a Title. 
(0737. The content of Title element consists of Chapter List 
element, Track Navigation List element, Title Resource ele 
ment and list of Presentation Clip element. Presentation Clip 
elements are Primary Audio Video Clip, Substitute Audio 
Video Clip, Substitute Audio Clip, Secondary Audio Video 
Clip, Advanced Subtitle Segment and Application Segment. 
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(0738 Presentation Clip elements in Title element describe 
the Object Mapping Information in the Title. 
(0739 Presentation Clip elements also describe Track 
Number Assignment for elementary stream. 
0740 Chapter List element describes the information of 
Playback Sequence in the Title. 
0741. Track Navigation List element describes the infor 
mation of Track Navigation Information in the Title. 
0742 Title Resource element describes the information of 
Resource Information par Title. 
0743 (a) Title Number Attribute 
0744. Describes the number of Title. The Title number 
shall follow the constraints. 
0745 (b) Type Attribute 
0746. Describes type of Title. If the content is Interoper 
able Content and Title is Original Title, the value shall be 
Original. If the content is Interoperable Content and Title is 
User Defined Title, the value shall be “User Defined. Other 
wise it shall be omitted, or Advanced. The value may be 
omitted. The default value is Advanced. 
0747 (c) Selectable Attribute 
0748. Describes whether the Title can be selectable by 
User Operation, or not. If the value is “false', the title shall not 
be navigated by User Operation. The value may be omitted. 
The default value is “true'. 
0749 (d) Title Duration Attribute 
(0750. Describes the duration of the Title Timeline. The 
attribute value shall be described by time Expression. 
(0751. The end time of all Presentation Object shall be less 
than the duration time of Title Timeline. 
(0752 (e) Parental Level Attribute 
(0753. Describes the list of parental level for each country 
code. The attribute value shall be described by parental List 
value. This attribute can be omitted. Default value is : 1. 
(0754 (f) Tick Base Divisor Attribute 
0755. Describes the reducing rate of the Application Ticks 
to process in Advanced Application Manager. For example, if 
tick Base Divisor value is 3, Advanced Application Manager 
shall process one of the three Application Ticks, and ignore 
the rest of them. 
(0756 (g) On End Attribute 
0757. Describes the id attribute value of Title element 
describing Title to be played after end of current Title. This 
value can be omitted. If this value is omitted, player shall be 
stopped after Title playback. 
(0758 (h) Display Name Attribute 
0759. Describes the name of Title in the human consum 
able text form. Player may display this name as title name. 
This attribute can be omitted. 
0760 (i) Alternative SD Display Mode Attribute 
0761. Describes the permitted display modes on 4:3 moni 
tor in this Title playback. pan scan Or Letterbox' allows both 
Pan-Scan and Letterbox, pan scan allows only Pan-Scan, and 
letterbox allows only Letterbox for 4:3 monitor. Player shall 
output into 4:3 monitor forcedly in allowed display modes. 
This attribute can be omitted. The default value is pan scan 
Or Letter box. 
0762 (i) Description Attribute 
0763. Describes additional information in the human con 
sumable text form. This attribute can be omitted. 

0764) (k) xml: Base Attribute 
0765. Describes the base URI in this element. The seman 
tics of Xml:base shall follow to XML Base. 
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0766 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 

0767 FIGS. 20A and 20B show information described in 
the title element tag that represents the start of each title 
element information TTELEM in this embodiment. The title 
element tag describes ID information TTIDI of a title used to 
identify each title first. Next, selectable attribute information 
is described. This selectable attribute information indicates 
selection information as to whether or not the designated title 
can be operated in response to user operations. For example, 
in case of the system shown in FIG.1, the user may oppose the 
wide-screen TV monitor 15 and may perform screen opera 
tions (e.g., fast-forwarding FF or first-rewinding FR) using a 
remote controller (not shown). Processing designated by the 
user in this way is called a user operation, and the selectable 
attribute information indicates whether or not the title is pro 
cessed in response to user operations. In this information, a 
word of either “true' or “false is described. For example, 
when the video contents of the corresponding title, i.e., the 
commercial 44 and preview 41 are not allowed to be fast 
forwarded by the user, the entire corresponding title may be 
set to inhibit user operations. In Such case, the selectable 
attribute information is setto “false' to inhibit user operations 
with respect to the corresponding title, thus rejecting requests 
Such as fast-forwarding, fast-rewinding, and the like by the 
user. When this value is “true', user operations are supported, 
and processing (user operations) such as fast-forwarding, 
fast-rewinding, and the like can be executed in response to 
user's requests. In this embodiment, the default value of the 
selectable attribute information is set to “true'. The title play 
back processing method of the advanced content playback 
unit ADVPL (see FIG. 1) largely changes depending on the 
selectable attribute information. Therefore, by allocating the 
selectable attribute information at a position immediately 
after the title ID information TTIDI and after other kinds of 
information, the convenience of the processing of the 
advanced content playback unit ADVPL can be improved. In 
this embodiment, a description of the selectable attribute 
information can be omitted in the title element tag. When the 
description of this information is omitted, it is set as a default 
value “true. 

0768 Frame rate information represents the number of 
frames per sec of video information to be presented on the 
screen, and corresponds to a reference time interval of the title 
timeline TML.E. As has been described using FIG. 14, in this 
embodiment, two systems, i.e., the 50-Hz system (50 counts 
are counted upper sec on the title timeline TMLE) and 60-Hz 
system (60 counts are counted up per sec on the title timeline 
TMLE) can be set as the title timeline TML.E. For example, in 
case of NTSC interlaced display, 30 frames (60 fields) are 
displayed per sec. This case corresponds to 60-Hz system, 
and a unit interval (time interval of one count of the title 
timeline is set to /60 sec. 

0769 Time duration information TTDUR of the entire 
title on the title timeline TMLE represents the duration of the 
entire title timeline TMLE on the corresponding title. The 
time duration information TTDUR of the entire title on the 
title timeline TMLE is described using the total number of 
counts of the 50-Hz system or 60-Hz system corresponding to 
the frame rate (number of frames per sec) information. For 
example, when the presentation time of the corresponding 
entire title is n sec, a value '60n' or “50n' is set in the total 
number of counts as the time duration informationTTDUR of 
the entire title on the title timeline TMLE. In this embodi 
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ment, the end times of all playback objects shall be smaller 
than the time duration information TTDUR of the entire title 
on the title timeline TMLE. In this manner, since the time 
duration information TTDUR of the entire title on the title 
timeline TMLE depends on the time unit interval on the title 
timeline TMLE, it is allocated behind the framerate informa 
tion, thus assuring easy data processing of the advanced con 
tent playback unit ADVPL. 
0770 Next parental level information indicates a parental 
level of the corresponding title to be played back. 
0771) A numeral equal to or smaller than 8 is entered as the 
parental level value. In this embodiment, this information 
may be omitted in the title element tag. A default value of this 
information is set to “1”. 
0772 Information “onEnd” that represents the number 
information of a title to be presented after completion of the 
current title describes information of the title number related 
with the next title to be played back after completion of the 
current title. When a value set in the title number is “0”, the 
window is kept paused (to present the end window) after 
completion of the title. A default value of this information is 
set to “0”. A description of this information can be omitted in 
the title element tag, and in Such case, that information is set 
to “0” as a default value. 
(0773 Title name information “displayName” to be dis 
played by the information recording and playback apparatus 
1 describes the name of the corresponding title in a text 
format. Information described in this information can be dis 
played as the title name of the information recording and 
playback apparatus 1. Also, this information can be omitted in 
the title element tag. 
0774. Furthermore, the column of additional information 
(description) related with a title describes additional informa 
tion related with the title in a text format. A description of this 
information can be omitted in the title element tag. The title 
name information (displayName) to be displayed by the 
information recording and playback apparatus 1 and addi 
tional information (description) related with the title are not 
essential upon executing the playback processing of the 
advanced content playback unit ADVPL. Therefore, these 
pieces of information are recorded at the last location in title 
attribute information TTATRI. 
0775. As a practical information example of the title ele 
ment tag, for example, when the identification ID information 
of a title is “Ando” and the time duration of the entire title in 
the 60-Hz system is 80000, a description example is: 
0776 <Title=Ando’ titleDuration=80000> 
0777. In the 60-Hz system, since the number of counts of 
the title timeline TMLE is counted up by 60 per sec, the value 
“80000 amounts to 22 min (s80000-60+60). 
0778 Information in the title element information 
TTELEM includes the object mapping information OBMAPI 
that describes a presentation clip element list, the resource 
information RESRCI that records a title resource element, the 
playback sequence information PLSQI that describes a chap 
ter list element, and the track navigation information 
TRNAVI that describes a track list navigation list element, as 
shown in (c) of FIG. 19A. The presentation clip elements 
describe the primary audio video clip PRAVCP substitute 
audio clip SBADCP, secondary audio video clip SCAVCP. 
advanced Subtitle segment ADSTSG, and application seg 
ment ADAPSG, as shown in (c) of FIG.20B. The presentation 
clip elements are described in the object mapping information 
OBMAPI in each title. The presentation clip elements are 
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described as apart of track number assignment information in 
correspondence with each elementary stream. 
(0779. The playback sequence information PLSQI is 
described as a list of chapter list elements, as shown in (d) of 
FIG.2OB. 
0780 <Chapter Elements and Playback Sequence Infor 
mation> 
0781 Title element in Playlist file contains a list of Chap 

ter elements in a Chapter List element. Chapter List element 
describes chapter structure, called by Playback Sequence 
Information. 
0782. The Chapter List element consists of a list of Chap 

ter element. According to the document order of Chapter 
element in Chapter List, the Chapter number for Advanced 
Navigation shall be assigned continuously from 1. 
0783 The total number of chapters in a Title shall be less 
than 2000. 
0784 The total number of chapters in a Playlist shall be 
less than 100000. 
0785. The title Time Begin attribute of Chapter element 
describes the chapter start position by the time value on the 
Title Timeline. Chapter end position is given as the next 
chapter start position or the end of the Title Timeline for the 
last chapter. 
0786 The chapter start position in a Title Timeline shall be 
monotonically increased according to the chapter number, 
and be less than or equals to the duration of Title Timeline. 
The chapter start position of chapter 1 shall be 00:00:00:00. 
0787. The following description is an example of Play 
back Sequence. 

<ChapterList 
<Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:00:00:00"/> 
<Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:01:02:00/> 
<Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:02:01:03/> 
<Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:04:02:30/> 
<Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:05:21:22/> 
<Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:06:31:23/> 

<ChapterList 

0788 More intelligible explanations will be provided 
below. 
0789. The chapter list element in the playback sequence 
information PLSQI describes a chapter structure in the title. 
The chapter list element is described as a list of chapter 
elements (respective lines starting with a <Chapter titleTim 
ingBegins tag, as shown in (d) of FIG. 20B). The number of 
a chapter element described first in the chapter list is set to 
“1”, and the chapter numbers are set in accordance with the 
order of description of respective chapter elements. The num 
ber of chapters in one chapter list (title) is set to be 512 or less, 
thus preventing diffusion in the processing of the advanced 
content playback unit ADVPL. A titleTimingBegin attribute 
(information described after "KChapter titleTimingBe 
gin-) in each chapter element represents time information 
(the number of counts on the title timeline TMLE) indicating 
the start position of each chapter on the title timeline. The end 
position of the current chapter is represented by the start 
position of the next chapter. The end position of the last 
chapter is interpreted as the last value (count value) on the title 
timeline TMLE. The time information (count value) indicat 
ing the start position of each chapter on the title timeline 
TMLE shall be set to be monotonously increased in corre 
spondence with increments of chapter number. With this set 
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ting, sequence jump access control according to the playback 
order of chapters is facilitated. 
0790. In the description of the aforementioned embodi 
ment, at least some of various objects to be played back and 
used are recorded in the information storage medium (DISC). 
However, the invention is not limited to this. For example, the 
information storage medium (DISC) may record only man 
agement information (e.g., only the playlist (PLLST)), and all 
objects to be played back and used may be stored in the 
network server (NTSRV) (or persistent storage (PRSTR)). 
Using that management information, the information play 
back apparatus may access the network server (NTSRV) or 
the like via the network as needed to acquire various objects 
to be played back and used stored in the network server 
(NTSRV) or the like so as to execute playback processing and 
the like. 
0791. As described above, according to the embodiment 
of the invention, at least the following demands can be satis 
fied: 
0792 1. Realization of flexible and diversified expression 
formats like computer window; 
0793 2. Realization of flexible responses to various 
actions via network; and 
0794 3. Realization of easy processing of video related 
information and easy transmission of information after pro 
cessing. 
0795. While certain embodiments of the inventions have 
been described, these embodiments have been presented by 
way of example only, and are not intended to limit the scope 
of the inventions. Indeed, the novel methods and systems 
described herein may be embodied in a variety of otherforms: 
furthermore, various omissions, Substitutions and changes in 
the form of the methods and systems described herein may be 
made without departing from the spirit of the inventions. The 
accompanying claims and their equivalents are intended to 
cover such forms or modifications as would fall within the 
Scope and spirit of the inventions. 
What is claimed is: 
1: An information reproducing method, comprising: 
reproducing management information, the management 

information including mapping information that man 
ages presentation timings and presentation sizes on a 
Screen for presenting objects of a video title, the map 
ping information describing presentation start and end 
timings of each of the objects in a form of mapping on a 
title timeline, the mapping information including 
resource information that records information indicat 
ing which resource files that record information needed 
to present the objects are to be used; and 

obtaining the resource files indicated by the resource infor 
mation to present the objects on a screen of a display at 
the presentation timings and presentation sizes indicated 
by the mapping information. 

2: An information reproducing method, comprising: 
reproducing management information, the management 

information including resource information indicating 
different locations of resources to be presented on a 
timeline; and 

obtaining the resources from the different locations 
according to the resource information to reproduce con 
tents of the resource files on the timeline. 

3: The method according to claim 2, further comprising: 
transferring the resources from the different locations 

according to the management information. 
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4: The method according to claim 2, further comprising: 
displaying contents of objects according to the manage 
ment information. 

5: A non-transitory computer-readable medium encoded 
with computer-readable instructions thereon, the computer 
readable instructions when executed by a computer cause the 
computer to perform a method according to claim 2. 

k k k k k 


